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ABSTRACT 
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Title: The Computerized Airline Strategy Simulation: 
Decision Support System to Assist Airline Management Training 
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This thesis involves the development of a computerized airline strategy 
simulation, decision support system to assist airline management training. The 
simulation program is designed to be run under the Microsoft Windows™ environment 
on any IBM - compatible computer. The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a 
useful program to be helpful in practicing decision making skills in a group setting, 
understanding the significance of strategic management, forecasting demand in today's 
turbulent airline industry, learning stockholders' roles in a business, and practicing skills 
required in airline operations management. 
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Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis involves the development of a computerized airline strategy 
simulation, decision support system to assist airline management training. The 
simulation program was designed to be run under the Microsoft Windows™ 
(R) 
environment on any IBM - compatible computer. The program was developed by using 
Microsoft Visual Basic Version 3.0 Professional Edition™ for Windows. The simulation 
covers key areas in an airline management including fleet planning, pricing, marketing, 
scheduling, cost analysis, routes, and financial decisions. Two different programs for this 
simulation were developed: One for the students to make decisions regarding airline 
operations mentioned above and the other for instructors to measure the performance of 
each simulation according to certain rules that were developed as a part of this thesis. 
The instructor's edition assists in simulating the decision. The primary objective of this 
thesis is to develop a useful program to be helpful in practicing decision making, 
understanding the significance of strategic management, forecasting demand in today's 
turbulent airline industry, learning stockholders' roles in a business, and practicing skills 
required in airline operations management. 
Microsoft, MS, MS-DOS, are registered trademarks and Microsoft Access, Visual Basic, and Windows 
are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. 
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Statement of the Problem 
By definition, a computer simulation project must involve the use of a computer 
to mimic the behavior of some system or other. There are many different approaches to 
the task of implementing a simulation on a digital computer. Modern computers allow 
the analysts to explore the whole range of feasible options in a decision problem. These 
options could be explored without a computer but the process would be very slow and the 
problem may well change significantly before a satisfactory solution is produced. With a 
computer, large amounts of data can be quickly processed and presented as a report. 
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a useful program to be helpful in 
practicing decision making skills in a group setting, understanding the significance of 
strategic management, forecasting demand in today's turbulent airline industry, learning 
stockholders' roles in a business, and practicing skills required in airline operations 
management. The program runs under Microsoft Windows and is written by using 
Microsoft Visual Basic Version 3.0 Professional Edition and Microsoft Access™ 
database engine which is a part of Microsoft Visual Basic. The author developed two 
different programs for this simulation. The first part is used as decision inputs for 
students. The second program is used as a query type program to read data from the 
database constructed by the first program and to calculate the performance of each 
simulation according to certain rules. The simulation consists of two executable files 
(.EXE) that can be run on any IBM-compatible computer that has Microsoft Windows. 
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Review of the Literature 
1. Research Pertaining to the Airline's Strategic Management 
An air carrier produces a product the same as a company manufacturing consumer 
goods for household use. The difference, of course, is that the manufacturing company 
produces a tangible product that the purchaser can see, touch and keep for future use. An 
air carrier produces an intangible product which is service measured as available seat 
miles (ASM) or available ton miles(ATM). The product of airline's service is air 
transportation which is intangible and perishable. Once a plane takes-off, there is no way 
for an airline to make up losses occurred by those empty seats. The sale of this service 
occurs when the seat is filled with a fare-paying passenger. Then, one of the most 
important characteristics to measure the performance of an airline can be achieved. That 
characteristic is revenue passenger load factor (LF) for the entire airline network and it 
can be expressed as follows: 
RPM 
LF = 
ASM 
Especially, calculating accurate break-even LF is very crucial in determining the 
yield of an airline which is the most significant measure of an airline's performance. 
Yield measures the average revenue obtained per ASM or RPM.3 It is obtained by 
dividing the average revenue obtained per ASMs or RPMs. Airline interest in yield 
management has grown in the recent past, to the point that controlling the mix of fares 
sold for a particular flight is viewed by some as by far the most important aspect of fare 
Robert M. Kane, Air Transportation. 11th ed. (Dubuque, IA: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1993), 13-1. 
2RPM is a revenue passenger mile 
3T Rigas Doganis. Flying Off Course. 2nd ed. (N.Y.: Routledge, 1992), 349. 
3 
competition, more important than the actual prices changed.4 Seat inventory control, the 
most significant part of yield management, involves balancing the number of discount 
and full-fare reservations accepted for a flight so as to maximize total passenger revenues 
and/or load factors.5 
Another important item to be considered in deciding the efficiency of an airline is 
the utilization of aircraft. Overall airline utilization of aircraft is an average daily use of 
Utilization = 
Hours Flown 1 
Number of aircraft |g 
Number of days | an aircraft for a period of time obtained as follows: 
However, it should be carefully studied to decide which time period will be used. There 
are "block time" which is the time for each stage between engines being switched on at 
departure and off on arrival and "flying or airborne time" which is the time from aircraft 
lift-off to touch-down on the runway.7 
There are three major different views in deciding the structure of airlines' 
operating costs. They are Simpson's approach , Boeing's approach , and Doganis' 
approach. Even though the basic structure of operating costs seems to be similar among 
them, each suggests a different method in dividing operating costs into fixed costs and 
variable costs. 
^Robert Crandall, quoted in "Life Under Deregualtion The American Way," Travel Weekly, 
May 31, 1985. 
5Peter P. Belobaba, Airline Yield Management (Boston: FTL of MIT, 1986), 1. 
6Robert M. Kane, Air Transportation. 11th ed. (Dubuque, IA: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1993), G-23. 
7Rigas Doganis. Flying Off Course. 2nd ed. (N.Y.: Routledge, 1992), 348. 
8Robert Simpson, The Economics of Airline Operations (Boston: FTL of MIT, 1980), 45. 
9The Boeing Method For Generalized Airplane Operating Costs (Seattle, WA: Boeing, 1985) 
10Rigas Doganis. Flving Off Course. 2nd ed. (N.Y.: Routledge, 1992), 125. 
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A hub-and-spoke network allows an airline to schedule many of its flights from 
outlying cities to arrive at its hub airport at about the same time so as to maximize the 
number of online (same airline) connections; departures from the hub along the spokes 
are also scheduled as close together as possible.11 Scheduling, therefore, is one of the 
most important decisions that each airline can make to compete under the current hub-
and-spoke network system. 
The decision to procure new aircraft has historically been based on an expected 
growth in traffic; a new route authority; the desire to increase capacity, frequency, or 
market share; or the desire or need to replace some of the existing aircraft for reasons of 
efficiency. Then, an aircraft can be purchased directly from the airframe manufacturer 
or leased from the aircraft leasing company. 
Financial management at an airline is concerned with the solution of an optimal 
combination of three decisions: the investment decision, the financing decision, and the 
dividend decision.13 The investment decision relates to the allocation of capital to 
investments, such as aircraft and routes, which will provide financial benefits in the 
future. The financing decision focuses on the optimal financing mix (capital structure) 
for the airline. Finally, the dividend decision relates to that part of the airlines' earnings 
paid out to the shareholders. 
uNawal K. Taneja, Introduction to Civil Aviation. 2nd ed. (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1989), 140. 
12Nawal K. Taneja, Airlines in Transition. (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1982), 191. 
13Nawal K. Taneja, Airlines in Transition. (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1982), 186. 
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2. Research Pertaining to the Computer Programming and Simulation 
Today's computing with the use of computers seems to shift from the plain 
command line environment such as Microsoft DOS® to the graphical user interface (GUI) 
environment, such as MS Windows and Macintosh. However, the dominance of the 
computer industry is IBM-compatible computers that runs both MS-DOS and MS 
Windows. Therefore, developing a Windows-based program seems to be the most ideal 
project. The following tables show several statistics to support the author's decision to 
develop the Windows-based program. 
Table 1. Market ehare of deektop operating eyeteme4 
Operating System 
MS-DOS 
MS-Windows 
Others 
1991 
86% 
11% 
3% 
1992 
60.6 % 
30.3% 
9.1% 
% Change from 1991 to 1992 
- 2 9 . 5 % * 
175.45% f 
203 % * 
Table 2. Market ehare of operating eyeteme and deektop publiehing software in 19924 
Desktop Publishing Software Market Share in 1992 
Systems 
MS Windows Applications 
Macintosh Applications 
MS-DOS Applications 
% of users Group 
54.3 % 
38.5 % 
7.2 % 
Operating System Market Share in 1992 
Operating System 
MS-DOS/MS Windows 
OS/2 
Taligent 
Windows NT 
Macintosh 
UNIX 
Others 
% of users Group 
34% 
16% 
16% 
15% 
14% 
4% 
2% 
14Arsen Darnay and Maarlita Reddy. Market Share Reporter: 1993-1994. 
(Detroit: Gale Research Inc., 1993) 
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Also, because more than 40 million units of MS Windows are already installed and 
Windows use is growing much faster, developers prefer to focus their efforts on Windows 
rather than DOS.15 
Microsoft Visual Basic Version 3.0 Professional Edition is the quickest and 
easiest way to create applications for the Microsoft Windows operating system.1 The 
Visual Basic programming system allows a programmer to create attractive and useful 
applications that fully exploit the graphical user interface (GUI). The finished application 
will be a true executable file (.EXE) that uses run-time dynamic-link libraries (DLL) that 
programmer can freely distribute. 
Simulation systems are the single best exercise available for helping students pull 
the pieces of the business puzzle together and giving them an integrated, capstone 
experience. With a computer, large amounts of data can be quickly processed and 
presented as a report. Computer simulation methods have developed since the early 
1960s and may well be the most commonly used of all the analytical tools of 
17 
management science. The basic principle of computer simulation is that analyst builds 
a model of the system of interest, writes computer programs which embody the model 
and, uses a computer to imitate the system's behavior when subject to a variety of 
operating policies. Simulation also offers promising opportunities to try out many 
15Michael Vizard, "Is the PC software industry laying DOS to rest?" ComputerWorld. fFebruary 7. 1994V2 
16Microsoft Visual Basic v3.0 Professional Edition Programmer's Guide. (Redmond, WA: 
Microsoft Corp., 1993), 1. 
17Michael Pidd. Computer Simulation in Management Science. 3rd ed. 
(N.Y.: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 1992), 3. 
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possibilities for solving management problems in functional areas such as marketing, 
personnel, and finance.18 
Figure 1 illustrates the role of variables in simulation models by indicating that 
the values for the lagged output, external, policy, random, and deterministic variables are 
used in determining the values for the output variables.19 
External 
Variables 
Policy 
Variables 
Random 
Variables 
Deterministic 
Variables 
• 
• 
• 
i k * 
Model 
Lagged Ouptut 
Variables 
Outout 
Variables 
Figure 1. Variables ueed in simulation models 
Simulation systems are extremely useful if the simulation is realistic and structurally 
robust, the running time and cost are reasonable, and both the level of detail and the 
format of the output resemble real-world reports.20 
18William C. House, Business Simulation for Decision Making. (N.Y.: A Petrocelli Book, 1977), 2. 
19Hugh Watson, Computer Simulation in Business,, (N.Y.: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 1992), 7. 
20Nawal K. Taneja, Airline Planning:Corporate. Financial, and Marketing. (Lexington, MA: 
Lexington Books, 1982), 92. 
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Chapter Two 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Study Area 
The study area for this thesis was divided into two main areas as illustrated in the 
literature review section. The first area studied in order to carry out this thesis was airline 
operations in general. This covered fleet planning, marketing, financial analysis and 
performance, and economic characteristics, such as operating costs, fares, and load 
factors. The second area of study was in computer programming and simulation. The 
author has carried out extensive studies on computer programming with MS Visual Basic 
and simulation before writing codes. 
Methods and Objectives 
This thesis was carried out in four parts. First, the author performed the extensive 
literature review and mastered MS Visual Basic programming and simulation concepts. 
Second, once the author acquired thorough knowledge in both areas of studies, the 
various constraints, and input and output variables were determined before developing the 
flow charts. Third, the flow charts were developed to lay out the logic of programs. 
Finally, the actual programming was done according to the flow charts. Then, the 
simulation was tested and evaluated. The flowchart for posible outcomes was based on 
9 
the system shown in the Figure 2.21 The overall goals of the corporation are tested 
through the financial component of the system, which is done by market, operational, and 
cost models. 
Firure 2. Conceptual Framework for a Decision-Support System 
Market Analysis 
Stimulus 
Constraints 
Marketing Mix 
Route Structure 
Competition 
Industry 
Forecasts 
Airline 
Forecasts 
T 
Rvenue 
Market 
Share (?) 
•Traffic 
Operational Analysis 
Other operational & 
Marketing Input 
Schedule 
~i i r 
Equipment Gates Crew 
(resources required) 
Market 
Objectlvee h Revenue Growth (?) 
Traffic Growth (?) 
Financial Analysis 
Operating 
Profit 
Other -
Costs 
Other 
Funds In 
Other 
Funds Out 
Net 
Profit 
Cash 
Flow 
Other Cost Analysis Other 
Inputs I Inputs 
Direct 
Opert'mg 
Coete 
Indirec 
Operating 
Coete 
Total Operating Costs 
Corporate 
Objectlvee j 
r 
Profit Margin (?) 
Return On 
"investment (?) 
21
 Nawal K. Taneja, Airline Planning:Corporate. Financial, and Marketing. (Lexington, MA: 
Lexington Books, 1982), 89. 
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Most of the work for this thesis was performed on the author's own personal 
computer. The author's computer system features the following configuration: 
Q InteVs 486DX/33MHZprocessor based DELL Computer System 
** 12MB of RAM 
»• 540 MB Hard Drive 
•»* Hewlett Packard Laserjet 4 Printer 
»• NEC 15" MultiSync 3FGx Monitor 
O Software 
*r Microsoft DOS 6.22 
^ Microsoft Windows For Workgroups 3.11 
•^ Microsoft Visual Basic Version 3.0 Professional Edition 
•^ Microsoft Office Suite Version 4.0C 
•^ Aldus Intellidraw Drawing software Version 2.0 
•^ Inset's Hijaak Pro Graphics Suite Version 3.0 
&* Miscellaneous software 
11 
System Requirements 
The system should be an IBM PC or compatible with a 386, 486, or Pentium class 
microprocessor, 4 megabytes RAM and Microsoft Windows version 3.1 or Microsoft 
Windows for Workgroup version 3.11. The program also runs better with at least a 
256 color display mode at a resolution, 800x600 or higher. 
Installation of the Airline Simulation 
This section describes how to install this airline simulation from floppy disks. 
This simulation consists of two programs. The first program is AIRLINE1.EXE. This 
program can control the aircraft selection and generate the performance of the simulation 
decisions made in another program, AIRLINE.EXE. To install this simulation 
successfully, AIRLINE1.EXE program should be installed before installing 
AIRLINE.EXE program. 
® Run Microsoft Windows. 
© Insert the disk labeled AIRLINEl into the A: drive or the B: drive. 
® From the Windows Program Manager, select Run from the File menu. Then, type 
"A:\SETUP" or "B:\SETUP" depending on the drive and press OK or hit Return key. 
® Please type "C:\AIRLINEV when the setup program asks the directory name to install 
the program and press OK or hit Return key. 
® Once the program, AIRLINEl.EXE,is installed in the directory "C:\AIRLINEV 
successfully, insert the disk labeled AIRLINE into the A: drive or the B: drive. Then 
repeat the procedures ® and ® to install the program, AIRLINE.EXE. 
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Running the Airline Simulation 
After installing both AIRLINE1.EXE and AIRLINE.EXE programs as described 
earlier, program group called "AIRLINE" will be created in the Windows Program 
Manager. In that program group, two icons will be created: AIRLINEl and AIRLINE. 
Then, to run AIRLINEl and AIRLINE, double-click on the AIRLINEl icon and the 
AIRLINE icon, respectively. 
13 
Chapter Three 
PROGRAM ANALYSIS 
As described in the earlier section, this simulation consists of two separate 
programs: AIRLINEl and AIRLINE. This chapter will analyze both programs in detail 
by explaining the flow charts for each module implemented in each of the program. Flow 
chart 1 shows the general flow of the program, AIRLINEl and flow chart 2 and 3 show 
the overall flow of the program, AIRLINE. 
Flow Chart 1. AIRUNE1 
c StartAIRLINEl.EXE ) 
Global Declarations 
(AIRLINEl.BAS) 
Load a form, FRMADMIN.FRM 
Button Click 
(Aircraft Selection) 
Button Click 
(Performance) 
Load a form, AIRCRAFT.FRM 
Calculate ASM, RPM, & 
LF for the System 
Generate Statement of 
Operations 
•c End > 
14 
Flow Chart 2. 
StartAIRLINE.EXE 
Input the name of the airline 
and the length of this session 
in quarters 
i 
Load a form, 
FLIGHT.FRM 
«-Yes 
Global Declarations 
(AIRLINE.BAS) 
V 
Load a form, STARTUP.FRM 
Load a form, 
ROUTE.FRM 
i 
Load a form, 
COSTS.FRM 
i 
Change the name 
#\ or the length of the 
session in quarters 
Load a form, 
USMAP.FRM 
Load a form, 
FINANCE.FRM 
i 
Load a form, 
FLEET.FRM 
* & • 
End 
15 
Flow Chart 3. General flow of "AIRLINE11 
Start the simulation J 
Given Data: 
- Cities to be served 
- Initial fleet composition 
- Stage length/ Performance of each aircraft 
Prepare quarterly 
schedules mannualy 
Input flgiht information: 
Flight #, Cities, Aircraft, Cabin 
configuration, Departure time, 
Frequency, Fares (First/Full 
economy/Excursion economy) 
Input financial data: 
- Common stocks: Stocks issued, stocks retired 
- Short-term loans: Request amount 
- Bonds: Bonds issued, bond payment 
- Dividend 
Input operating costs 
Input fleet information 
Store all inputs to a file 
Direct operating costs: 
- Flight/cabin Crew salaries 
- Fuel/oil 
- Landing fees 
- Maintenace/spare parts 
- Passenger service 
- Others 
End 
Indirect operating costs: 
Administrative expenses 
Advertising/promotion 
Travel agency commission 
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Program 1: AIRLINE 
AIRLINE.EXE + 
1. STARTUP.FRM 
2. NEW.FRM 
3. ROUTE. FRM 
4. USMAP.FRM 
5. FLIGHT. FRM 
6. COSTS. FRM 
7. FINANCE. FRM 
8. FLEET.FRM 
1. STARTUP.FRM 
Figure 3 shows the actual screen of the form STARTUP.FRM and flow chart 4 
illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
Figure 3. Screen of STARTUP.FRM 
17 
Flow Chart 4. 5TRATUF.FRM 
Q Sub FormJLoadQ ^ 
Show a form, 
STARTUP.FRM 
Sub StartUpInit 
( End ) 
Sub StartUpInit_Click()^) 
Declarations 
Open STARTUP.DAT 
Read data in 
STARTUP.DAT 
Calculate the number of 
records in STARTUP.DAT, 
StartUpCount 
Enter a new name and the session 
length in quarters 
Record name and period 
in STARTUP.DAT 
Close STARTUP.DAT 
i 
( End ~ ) 
-No-
Load a name & session 
length into memory 
18 
Flow Chart 4. STRATUP.FRM (continued) 
( Sub mnuDecisions_Click() J f Sub mnuChangelnfoClickO J 
19 
2. NEW.FRM 
Figure 4 shows the actual screen of the form NEW.FRM and flow chart 5 
illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
New Decisions 
Exit 
m 
it Syst 
HHHHBMHHMHBHHHB9BB9HI 
""Decision Selection 
Flight Information 
Operating Costs 
Finance 
Fleet Planning 
Figure 4. NEW.FRM 
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Flow Chart 5. NEW.FRM 
Q Sub Form_Load() ) 
• 
Open FLIGHT.DAT 
Open OPCOST.DAT 
Open ROUTE.DAT 
Open AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Open FLEET.DAT 
Open FIN.DAT 
i r 
c End ) 
Unload frmNew 
Close FLIGHT.DAT 
Close OPCOST.DAT 
Close ROUTE.DAT 
Close AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Close FLEET.DAT 
Close FIN.DAT 
c End > 
No 
( Sub btn3dRoute_ClickQ ") ( Sub btn3dFlight_ClickQ " )^ 
Show a form, 
frmRoute 
c 
Show a form, 
frmFlight 
End j c End J> 
( Sub btn3dOpCost^ClickQj ^ Sub btn3dFinance_ClickQj ( Sub btn3dFleet_ClickQ )^ 
Show a form, 
frmCost 
Show a form, 
frmFinance 
Show a form, 
frmFleet 
i 
( End ) 
j ; 
( End ~ ) c End } 
21 
3 ROUTE.FRM 
Figure 5 shows the actual screen of the form ROUTE.FRM and figure 6 shows the 
map used in this simulation to show the route systems. Flow chart 6 illustrates the 
program modules used in this form. 
+
 Te add n*xwrwitt, click a* ADD button. 
* Te xt*w* a reute*cBcfc * REMOVE 
*ut*m after $eleetiitg a retrte to be 
tr mowd i*t altst, 
THwr* *** direct fligkk beiwee* t*nty 
w^aiuldestwuajin cities, 
F/aure 5. ROUTE.FRM 
Figure 6. U5MAF.FRM 
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Flow Chart 6. ROUTE.FRM 
C Sub Form 
< 
LoadQ ) 
Declarations > 
Sub Routelnit 
( End ) 
^ Sub RoutelnitQ J 
< ^ Declarations "^> 
Calculate the number of existing routes 
store in ROUTE.DAT, 
RouteCount=LOF(4)/ROUTE_RECLEN 
/ \ 
For R=l To RouteCount «-
Read data in ROUTE.DAT 
List Routes: 
Cl(R)=Route.Airportl 
C2(R)=Route,Airport2 
CityPair=Cl(R)-C2(R) 
cboRoute.Addltem CityPair 
Loop(R) 
( End y 
Q Sub mnuExit_ClickQ J 
( End } 
Sub NewRoute (NewCityl As String, 
NewCity2 As String) 
Declarations > 
Increase the total number of routes: 
Route. Airport 1 =NewCity 1 
Route. Airport 1 =NewCity 1 
RouteCount=RouteCount+1 
List Routes: 
Cl(R)=Route. Airport 1 
C2(R)=Route,Airport2 
CityPair=Cl(R)-C2(R) 
cboRoute.Addltem CityPair 
Record the new route in 
ROUTE.DAT 
c End 1 
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Flow Chart 6. ROUTE.FRM (continued) 
Q Sub bm3dShow_ClickQj) (* Sub cboRoute_ClickQ J 
Sub ShowRouteMap 
( End ) 
Display elapsed travel 
time and air miles of 
the selected city pair 
( Sub ShowRouteMapQ^) 
For R=l To RouteCount 
Read data in 
ROUTE.DAT 
( End ) 
^s frmUSMap visiblef>^No-*/ Show frmUSMap 
Draw lines between cities on a form, 
frmUSMap, to show routes system graphically 
Loop(R) 
( End ) 
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Flow Chart 6. ROUTE.FRM (continued) 
( Sub btnAdd_Click() ) 
Is frmUSMap visiblef> No—•( Show frmUSMap 
Enter the first airport code of 
the new route: NewCityl 
Enter the second airport code 
of the new route: NewCity2 
Loop(R) 
\ / 
1 r 
Record new route: 
Sub NewRoute NewCityl, NewCity2 
i r 
• ( End y* 
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Flow Chart 6. ROUTE.FRM (continued) 
No 
C Sub btnRemove_Click() ^ 
Yes 
Open ROUTE.TMP 
/ \ 
For R=l To RouteCount «-
Copy all but the route to be 
removed to ROUTE.TMP 
Loop(R) 
i r 
Close ROUTE.DAT 
Close ROUTE.TMP 
v 
Delete ROUTE.DAT 
Rename ROUTE.TMP as ROUTE.DAT 
v 
Clear list box and 
reload database 
i r 
^ End y 
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4. FLIGHT.FRM 
Figure 7 shows the actual screen of the form FLIGHT.FRM and flow chart 7 
illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
C Sun C Moil r Tu 
Total tt of Seats: 
Seat* assigned to First Oast: 
it assigned to Full Econ. Fare: 
•eats assigned to Dbcoi 
F/flure 7. FLIGHT.FRM 
Flow Chart 7. FLIGHT.FRM 
( Sub Flighting) ) 
<^" Declarations "^> 
v 
Calculate the number of 
FLIGHT.DAT, FlightCount 
v 
For F=l To FlightCount < 
Read data in 
FLIGHT.DAT 
Add the list of flights to the list box 
Loop (F) 
( End ) 
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Flow Chart 7. FLIGHT.FRM (continued) 
C Sub FormJLoadQ ) 
< Declarations > 
Define newline character, 
CRLF=Chr(10)+Chr(13) 
Calculate the number of 
records in ROUTE.DAT, 
RouteCount 
-> ForA=l To 2 
Add city pairs to list boxes: 
cboOrigin.Addltem Route.Airport2 
cboDest.Addltem Route.Airport2 
Loop (A) 
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Flow Chart 7. FLIGHT.FRM (continued) 
Calculate the number of records in 
AIRCRAFT.DAT, AircraftCount 
For A=l To AircraftCount <-
Read data in 
AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Add the list of aircraft to the list box 
Loop (A) 
Add items in cabin configuration list box: 
cboCabin.Addltem "First" 
cboCabin.Addltem "Economy" 
cboCabin.Addltem "All" 
Sub cboAircraftClickQ 
Sub Flightlnit 
( End ) 
Declarations > 
Read data of the 
record selected from 
AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Display total # of seats of 
aircraft selected 
( s u b cboFlightNo_Click()^) 
Show flight info, of the selected flight: 
ShowFlight cboFlightNo.Listlndex 
T End ^ 
( End ) 
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Flow Chart 7. FLIGHT.FRM (continued) 
C Sub btnOk ;_ClickQ ) 
< ^ Declarations ^ > 
( End ) 
f Sub btnCancelClickQ^) 
( End y* 
c Sub btnAdd 
< 
LClickQ ) 
Declarations > 
Enter new flight number: 
NewFlight 
ShowFlight NewFlightInfo(NewFlight) 
i 
( End y* 
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Flow Chart 7. FLIGHT.FRM (continued) 
C Sub btnRemove LClick() ) 
<^" Declarations J^> 
Open FLIGHT.TMP 
For R=l To FlightCount 
Copy all but the route to be 
removed to FLIGHT.TMP 
Loop (R) 
\ / 
Close FLIGHT.DAT 
Close FLIGHT.TMP 
Delete FLIGHT.DAT 
Rename FLIGHT.TMP as FLIGHT.DAT 
Clear list box and 
reload database 
( End y 
No 
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Flow Chart 7. FLIGHT.FRM (continued) 
^ Sub cmd3dTime_Click()J 
< T Declarations "^> 
C7=cboOrigin.Text 
C2=cboDest.Text 
CityPair=Cl~C2 
Display elapsed travel time 
& air miles between origin 
and destination cities 
( End ) 
Function NewFlightlnfo ^ 
(NewFlight As String) As Integer/ 
<^" Declarations J^> 
Initialization: 
Assign default info. 
Assign index number to return: 
NewFlightlnfo = FlightCount 
Increment number of flight: 
F//£/r*C0W«^FlightCount+1 
Record new flight 
in FLIGHT.DAT 
Add Flight number to list of flight: 
cboFlightNo.Addltem Flight.FlightNo 
RecorModified=False 
( End ) 
Sub ShowFlight(ByVal Ix As Integer)J 
Read data from 
FLIGHT.DAT 
CurrentFlightIx=Ix 
cboFlightNo.ListIndex=Ix 
Display relative 
information of the 
selected flight 
RecordModified=False 
( End ) 
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5. COSTS.FRM 
Figure 8 shows the actual screen of the form COSTS.FRM and flow chart 8 
illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
Figure 3. COSTS.FRM 
Flow Chart 3. COSTS.FRM 
f Sub Form_Load() j 
Declarations 
1 f 
Costlnit 
1 ' 
C End ^ 
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Flow Chart 3. COSTS.FRM (continued) 
Tsub btnCancel_Click()J 
Yes 
Unload a form, frmCost 
ir 
( End y 
' ^ »{^SubUpdateOpCostp) 
<^" Declarations ^ > 
Record new decisions 
into OPCOST.DAT 
( End ) 
^ Sub CostlnitQ ) 
Declarations 
Calculate the number of records in 
OPCOST.DAT, CostCount 
ForC=l To CostCount 
Read data from 
OPCOST.DAT 
Loop (C) 
\ / 
(Display operating costs 
• 
( End J 
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6. FINANCE.FRM 
Figure 9 shows the actual screen of the form FINANCE.FRM and flow chart 9 
illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
Figure 9. FINANCE.FRM 
Flow Chart 9. FINANCE.FRM 
C Sub Form LoadQ ) 
Declarations 
Financelnit 
End 
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Flow Chart 9. FINANCE.FRM (continued) 
( Sub btnOk_ClickQ ) 
( End y 
( Sub btnCancel_ClickQ J 
Unload a form, 
frmfinance 
( End ~~y 
***( Sub UpdateFinanceQ J 
<^" Declarations "^> 
Record new decisions 
into FIN.DAT 
( End ) 
f Sub FinancelnitO J 
Declarations 
Calculate the number of records in 
FIN.DAT, FinanceCount 
For F=l To FinanceCount 
Read data from 
FIN.DAT 
Loop (F) 
\ / 
(Display financial data 
( End ) 
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7. FLEET.FRM 
Figure 10 shows the actual screen of the form FLEET.FRM and flow chart 10 
illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
I'lvi.i'iiwj•'.','•;•. t.'tm 
Fleet Plannnq Decisions 
" ' • ' ' ' • • ' ' ' ' ' " ' • ' • ' ' " • ' ' • ' ' • — • • ' • • " ' • • • • • • . - ' • ' : - ' • . - • • . • • ; : , - • - • ' : — . ' - ' • - ! 
Figure 10. FLEET.FRM 
Flow Chart 10. FLEET.FRM 
(Sub cboAircraftl_ClickQj c Sub cboAircraft2 
Show a clip of selected aircraft: 
ShowAircraft cboAircraftl .Listlndex 
( End ) 
Clickp) 
Show a clip of selected aircraft: 
ShowAircraft cboAircraft2.Listlndex 
( End ) 
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Flow Chart 10. FLEET.FRM (continued) 
c Sub Form LoadQ ) 
< ^ Declarations "^> 
Open FLEET.TMP 
Calculate the number of records in 
AIRCRAFT.DAT, AircraftCount 
For A=l to AircraftCount 4-
Read data from 
AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Add aircraft into two list boxes: 
cbo Aircraft 1 .Addltem Aircraft.Model 
cboAircraft2.AddItem Aircraft.Model 
Loop (A) 
Calculate the number of records in 
FLEET.DAT, FleetCount 
/ 
For A=l to FleetCount 
i r 
Read data from 
FLEET.DAT 
1 
• * 
/ 
Add aircraft into list box to show current fleet: 
cboFleet. Addltem Fleet 1.Aircraft 
i 
Loof 
' 
)(A) 
Show a form, 
frmPlane 
End 
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Flow Chart 10. FLEET.FRM (continued) 
Unload a form, frmFleet 
ir 
Close 
FLEET.DAT 
v 
( End ) 
^ 
c Sub cboFleet 
< 
:_ClickQ ) 
Declarations > 
Ix=cboFleet.ListIndex+1 
Read data of selected 
aircraft from FLEET.TMP 
Calculate the total number of the fleet: 
Total=Fleetl. Owned+Fleetl.Leased 
( End ) 
(^ Sub ShowAircraft(ByVal Ix As Integer)J 
< ^ Declarations ^ > 
Read data of selected aircraft 
fromAIRCRAFT.DAT 
(Display specification of selected aircraft 
Display clip of 
selected aircraft 
( End > 
(Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer)) 
Close FLEET.TMP 
Delete FLEET.TMP 
( End ) 
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Program 2: AIRLINEl 
AIRLINE1.EXE + 
1. FRMADMIN.FRM 
2. AIRCRAFT. FRM 
3. MARKET.FRM 
4. STAT.FRM 
5. INCOME. FRM 
1. FRMADMIN.FRM 
Figure 11 shows the actual screen of the form FRMADMIN.FRM and flow chart 
4 illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
Figure 11. FRMADMIN.FRM 
Flow Chart 11. FRMADMIN.FRM 
(Sub cmdAircraft_Click()) (sub cmdMarket_Click()) 
Show a form, 
frmAircraft 
Show a form, 
frmMarket 
(" End ) ( End ) 
C Sub mnuExitClickQ J 
Unload a form, 
frmAdmin 
T 
( End y* 
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2. AIRCRAFT.FRM 
Figure 12 shows the actual screen of the form AIRCRAFT.FRM and flow chart 
12 illustrates the program modules used in this form. 
Aircraft Specification 
Aircraft Type: Jg cboModel i 
Cost in US$: 
p of Scats: 
GTOWinlb: 
Crasing Speed in mph: 
Range in miles : 
Fuel Capacity in gal: 
Engine Type : 
1^11111^^^1^^^111^1^11^^111111111 
Decisions 
Add Remove 
Ok Exit 
Figure 12. AIRCRAFT.FRM 
: 
! 
Flow Chart 12. AIRCRAFT.FRM 
C Sub btnOk_Click() ) 
(^Sub btnCancel_Click()J 
Unload a form, 
frmAircraft 
Close 
AIRCRAFT.DAT 
• 
( End ) 
V 
UpdateCurrentAircraft 
ir 
C End ) 
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c Sub btnAdd _Click()) 
Enter the new aircraft 
type: New Mo del 
ShowAircraft 
NewAircraft(NewModel) 
( End \ 
No 
Flow Chart 12. AIRCRAFT.FRM (continued) 
Sub Aircraftlnit ( ) Sub ShowAircraft (ByVal Ix As Integer) 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft, 
A As Integer 
Open "AIRCRAFT.DAT" For 
Random As #1 
Len=AIRCRAFT RECLEN 
AircraftCount=LOF(l)/AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
/ \ 
For A=l To AircraftCount k 
Get#l, A, Aircraft 
cboModel.Addltem 
Aircraft.Model 
Loop(Aj+ 
T S 
(^ExitSubJ) 
cboModel.Index = Ix 
txtCost.Text = Aircraft.Cost 
txtSeats.Text = Aircraft. Seats 
txtWeightText = Aircraft. Weight 
txtSpeed.Text = Aircraft. Speed 
txtRange.Text = Aircraft.Range 
txtFuel.Text = Aircraft.Fuel 
txtCostText = Aircraft.Cost 
RecordModified = False 
c Exit Sub 3 
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Flow Chart 12. AIRCRAFT.FRM (continued) 
(FunctionNewAircraft (NewModel As String) As Integer) Sub UpdateCurrentAircraft ( ) 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
Aircraft.Model = NewModel 
Aircraft.Cost = 0 
Aircraft. Seats = 0 
Aircraft. Weight = 0 
Aircraft. Speed = 0 
AircraftRange = 0 
AircraftFuel = 0 
Aircraft.Engine = "GE" 
NewAircraft = AircraftCount 
AircraftCount = AircraftCount + 1 
Aircraft.Model = cboModel.Text 
Aircraft Cost = Val(txtCost.Text) 
Aircraft.Seats = Val(txtSeats.Text) 
Aircraft. Weight = Val(txtWeight.Text) 
AircraftSpeed = Val(txtSpeed.Text) 
Aircraft.Range = Val(txtRange.Text) 
AircraftFuel = Val(txtFuel.Text) 
Aircraft.Engine = txtEngine.Text 
Put #1, AircraftCount, Aircraft 
cboModel.Addltem 
Aircraft.Model 
Put #1, CurrentAircraftlx + 1, 
Aircraft 
RecordModified = False 
Exit Function 
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Flow Chart 12. AIRCRAFT.FRM (continued) 
f Sub btnRemoveClickO ") 
/ " \ 
-> For A=l To AircraftCount 
Copy all but the route to be 
removed to AIRCRAFT.TMP 
Loop (A) 
Close AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Close AIRCRAFT.TMP 
No 
Delete AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Rename AIRCRAFT.TMP as AIRCRAFT.DAT 
Clear list box and 
reload database 
( End y* 
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3. MARKET.FRM, STAT.FRM, & INCOME.FRM, 
Table 3 and flow chart 13. show the logic implemented in calculating operating 
statistics and other financial data shown in either STAT.FRM and INCOME.FRM. 
Figure 13, figure 14, and figure 15 show the actual screen of the form INCOME.FRM, 
MARKET.FRM, and STAT.FRM, respectively. 
[\ '"^r'^n^nrm 
Statement of Operations 
::x::x::x::x::x::x::x::x:: 
3 W 3 ^ 
OBli 
::y::.x::x::i 
::x::x::x;;x::x::x::x::x::x;.v<::x: 
:\y *\-y: \\:*\ v\-'y: \Y.v:*\-'y': 
•KCtf&ifl?/H&< X X X X X A / X X X X X X X X X X 
:x;:x:;y::x::x;:x::y:jx:lxi:xl:y^ 
&m 
Operating Revenue*: 
*•* - Passenger* 
x|:i total opeialingievenues .•-
. __. - '•; > , • v v > •
 y • v xI: x x : I y x : ! x 
X X X y_X X * „v v > ^ ^ ^ v v- ^
 x ^ y y X X y y X X y 
- * * S^aoe*iFH5p**/Gaofri) x x x x * x x > 
X y X X *„ y y X . v y X y y , X y y y X y y y X X y X X 
• > * A i r e i af t fue l an i l O H - < > > > * * * > < > 
!".x::x::x::y "X^rx: x::y., x.ix-.x:^': x::x: :x::y::x::x: x:-y': x::x:-x::y'!"!x::x::xi:y 
* * * Afrciafl maintenance 
x y x y x y v x x y y y x y y y ^ y y x y v y
 x x v v > 
Rental* and landing fee* ->;.^ *p:H: 
Pwsenger«ewc» (Moat?) 
: :x : :x• • x:• y "< : : x : • x:• y:: '.^:x• • $::y:••<::x•.• y::y:• x:::x: 
AoVeftisboy^omolion 
* * * fieneialMAiiffiHtfralivo 
: :y:-y:-xl:x^^ :^ ::r<::xi :x:;y: :x:lxi;y::y: y:x-x:-y::x::x:x::y:::<::x::x::y: x::x 
* - ' {Whsr* expenses * * > * > *» * > * - - > 
'.;:» - ' ' Total Opiating expen*e$ - > 
Income flo**e«} befofe income 4 axes 
; ' Provision for income taxe* (33£) 
x::x::x::x::x::x;:x::x::x::x::x::x::x::x:x::x.:x::x::x 
xiix;:xjix::x:ixi:x:;x:!x::xi:^ 
x::x::x::x:;x::x::x::: 
v x x y y x x y y 
:!x::x::x::x::x::x::x::x::x:: 
y < x x - y x x x y 
x::x:;x::x::x::x::x::x::x: 
:x::x: :y : :y::x : 
::x::y::x::x" 
F/aurg 13. INCOME.FRM 
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Figure 14. MARKET.FRM 
Operating Statistics for the System 
SM. RPM and Load Factor for the System 
RPM First Cla««): 
RPM (FuB Coach): 
RPM (Discount): 
RPM (Total): 
ASM (First Class): 
ASM (Full Coach): 
ASM (Discount): 
ASM (Total): 
LF (First Class): 
LF (Full Coach): 
LF (Discount): 
LF (Total): 
Yield 
Operating Revenue per RPM: 
Operating Revenue per ASM: 
ASM "Available Seat Miles 
RPM" Revenu* Passenger Miles 
Others 
Operating Expenses per RPM: 
Operating Expenses per ASM: 
Figure 15. STAT.FRM 
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Flight Leg 
Distance (miles) 
# of trips per day 
Frequencies (days per week) 
# of trips per quarter 
Total miles flown per quarter 
Aircraft type 
# of seats on each aircraft (Coach) 
# of seats on each aircraft (First) 
Total # of seats on each aircraft 
# of available seats per quarter (Coach) 
# of available seats per quarter (First) 
Total # of available seats per quarter 
ASM per quarter (Coach) 
ASM per quarter (First) 
Assumed L.F. per quarter (Coach) 
Assumed L.F. quarter (First) 
Assumed L.F. quarter (Total) 
RPM per quarter (Coach) 
RPM per quarter (First) 
RPM per quarter (Total) 
# of revenue passengers per quarter 
Total # of revenue passengers per quarter 
trips per da> * frequencies* 13 
distance*trips per quarter 
U of coach class seats*91 
U of first class seats*91 
total U of seats/aircraft*91 
miles flown*# of seats(coach) 
miles flown*# of seats(first) 
ASM'L.F. (coach) 
ASM*L.F. (first) 
ASM'L.F. (total) 
RPM(coach)/miles flown 
RPM(total)/miles flown 
ATL | LAX 
1,921 
3 
7 
273 
524,433 
#Yr 
185 
25 
210 
16,835 
2,275 
19,110 
8,828,829,555 
1,193,085,075 
54.05% 
40.00% 
52.38% 
4,771,982,374 
477,234,030 
5,249,216,404 
9,099 
910 
10,009 
LAX ATL 
1,921 
3 
7 
273 
524,433 
B767 
185 
25 
210 
16,835 
2,275 
19,110 
8,828,829,555 
1,193,085,075 
54.05% 
40.00% 
52.38% 
4,771,982,374 
477,234,030 
5,249,216,404 
9,099 
910 
10,009 
ATL MCO 
402 
3 
7 
273 
109,746 
B737 
110 
0 
110 
10,010 
0 
10,010 
1,098,557,460 
0 
57.00% 
0.00% 
57.00% 
626,177,752 
0 
626,177,752 
5,706 
0 
MCO ATL 
402 
3 
7 
273 
109,746 
B737 
110 
0 
110 
10,010 
0 
10,010 
1,098,557,460 
0 
57.00% 
0.00% 
57.00% 
626,177,752 
0 
626,177,752 
5,706 
0 
5,706 J 5,706 
1 quarter = 91 days = 13 weeks 
11 year = 52 weeks = 364 days 
Table 3. Logics of Operating Statistics 
Flow Chart 13. Logics of Operating Statistics 
Assumptions: 
-1 quarter= 91 days = 13 weeks 
-1 year = 52 weeks = 364 days 
1. Stage length (Distance between two cities) 
2. # of trips per day 
3. Frequencies (days per week) 
# of trips per quarter, trips = trips per day x frequencies x 13 i 
Total miles flown per quarter, miles = distance x # of trips per quarter i 
Aircraft type: 
1. # of coach class seats on each aircraft = coachjseai 
2. # of first class class seats on each aircraft = first_seat 
3. Total number of seats on each aircraft = total seat 
# of available seats per quarter (coach), seats_coach = coach_seat x 91 
# of available seats per quarter (first), seatsjfirst = first_seat x 91 
Total # of available seats per quarter, seatsjtotal = total_seat x 91 
Available seat miles per quarter (coach), asmjcoach = miles x seats_coach 
Available seat miles per quarter (first), asmjfirst = miles x seats_coach 
Available seat miles per quarter (total), asmjotal = miles x seats_coach 
j ^ 
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Flow Chart 13. Logics of Operating Statistics 
(continued) 
( Assumed load factor per quarter (coach) = Ifjcoach Assumed load factor per quarter (first) = lf_first Assumed load factor (total) = If Jtotal 
Revenue passenger miles per quarter (coach), 
Revenue passenger miles miles per quarter (first), 
Revenue passenger miles miles per quarter (total), 
rpmjcoach = asm_coach x lf_coach | 
rpmjfirst = asm_first x lf_first 
rpm jtotal = asm_total x IMotal 
# of revenue passengers per quarter (coach), paxjcoach = rpm_coach -r miles 
# of revenue passengers per quarter (coach), paxjfirst = rpm_coach 4- miles 
# of revenue passengers per quarter (coach), pax Jtotal- rpm_coach -=• miles 
Return 
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Chapter Four 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis involves the development of a computerized airline strategy simulation, 
decision support systems to assist airline management training. The simulation program was 
designed to be run under the Microsoft® Windows™ environment on any IBM®- compatible 
computer. The program was developed by using Microsoft Visual Basic Version 3.0 
Professional Edition™ for Windows. The simulation covers key areas in an airline management 
including fleet planning, pricing, marketing, scheduling, cost analysis, routes, and financial 
decisions. 
The program was originally intended to be developed in such a way that several groups 
could compete with each other in a real world situation. However, because of the complexity of 
the program logic, too many unknown variables in the airline industry, and the limited database 
capabilities of the program, this program lacks the capability of incorporating more than one 
player. However, the researcher has gained valuable basic knowledge and the confidence to 
further develop the airline simulation program that can incorporate more variables of the real 
airline operations. For example, this simulation only deals with the flight legs instead of using 
the true origin - destinations even though most of the current airlines use the true origin -
destinations for their route systems. This limitation is partially due to the fact that it is very 
complex to correctly calculate real revenues and operating costs of each flight. Another 
Microsoft, MS, MS-DOS, are registered trademarks and Microsoft Access, Visual Basic, and Windows 
are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. 
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drawback of this simulation is that some of operating costs are decided arbitrary by the user 
instead of being calculated based upon actual operations. However, the researcher firmly 
believes in the power and the capability of the Microsoft Visual Basic language program to 
further update this simulation program. This simulation, however, is powerful enough to show 
the basic and general airline operations in terms of aircraft selection, simple point-to-point route 
structure, scheduling, and operating costs structure. Finally, this simulation can be upgraded by 
implementing more details in the area of route system (hub concept), fleet planning, yield 
management, and scheduling. 
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APPENDIX A 
Program Codes for AIRLINEl 
{MODULE1.BAS} 
Type ALLAircraft 
Model As String * 15 
Cost As Currency 
Seats As Integer 
Weight As Single 
Speed As Integer 
Range As Integer 
Fuel As Single 
Engine As String * 20 
End Type 
Global Const AIRCRAFT_RECLEN = 57 
Type Startup 
AirName As String * 25 
Period As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const STARTUP_RECLEN = 27 
Type Flightlnfo 
FlightNo As String * 7 
Origin As String * 3 
Destination As String * 3 
Aircraft As String * 15 
Cabin As String * 7 
Time As String * 5 
Miles As Integer 
FirstFare As Currency 
EconFare As Currency 
ExcurFare As Currency 
Seats As Integer 
FirstSeats As Integer 
EconSeats As Integer 
DisSeats As Integer 
Sun As Integer 
Mon As Integer 
Tue As Integer 
Wed As Integer 
Thu As Integer 
Fri As Integer 
Sat As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const FLIGHT_RECLEN = 88 
Type OpCost 
Wage As Currency 
Fuel As Currency 
Maint As Currency 
Landing As Currency 
Meals As Currency 
Agency As Currency 
Depre As Currency 
Advertise As Currency 
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General As Currency 
Misc As Currency 
End Type 
Global Const OPCOSTS_RECLEN = 80 
Type MarketTemp 
FlightLeg As String * 8 
Distance As Integer 
Fl As Currency 
F2 As Currency 
F3 As Currency 
51 As Single 
52 As Single 
53 As Single 
Fre As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const MARKET_RECLEN = 48 
Type Statistics 
Asml As Single 
Asm2 As Single 
Asm3 As Single 
Rpml As Single 
Rpm2 As Single 
Rpm3 As Single 
Fl As Currency 
F2 As Currency 
F3 As Currency 
Paxl As Single 
Pax2 As Single 
Pax3 As Single 
End Type 
Global Const STAT_RECLEN = 60 
Global Const MB_OKCANCEL = 1, MB_OK = 0, MB_YESNO = 4 
Global Const IDOK = 1, IDCANCEL = 2, ID YES = 6, IDNO = 7 
Global Msg, Response, Title 
Global CRLF As String 
Global RouteCount As Integer 
•CRLF=Chr( 13 )+Chr$( 10) 
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{FRMADMIN.FRM} 
Option Explicit 
Sub cmdAircraft_Click () 
'Load frmAircraft 
frmAircraft. Show 
End Sub 
Sub cmdMarket_Click () 
frmMarket.Show 
End Sub 
Sub mnuExit_Click 0 
Response = MsgBox("Do you want to quit?", MBOKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmAdmin 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
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{AIRCRAFT.FRM} 
Dim CurrentAircraftlx As Integer 'Number of current aircraft 
Dim AircraftCount As Integer 'Total number of aircraft 
Dim RecordModified As Integer 'Boolean flag 
Sub Aircraftlnit 0 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft, A As Integer 
'RecordLen = Len(Aircraft) 
'Debug.Print "RecordLen = ", RecordLen 
Open "C:\AIRLINEVAIRCRAFT.DAT" For Random As #1 Len = AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
AircraftCount = LOF(l) / AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
For A = 1 To AircraftCount 
Get#l, A, Aircraft 
cboModel.Addltem Aircraft.Model 
Next A 
End Sub 
Sub btnAdd_Click 0 
Dim NewModel As String 
NewModel = InputBox("What is the new aircraft type?") 
If NewModel = "" Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 
ShowAircraft NewAircraft(NewModel) 
End Sub 
Sub btnCancelClick 0 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the Aircraft Section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Close #1 
Unload frmAircraft 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub btnOk_Click 0 
UpdateCurrentAircraft 
End Sub 
Sub btnRemove_Click 0 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft, A As Integer 
'Copy all but current record to temp file 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\AIRCRAFT.TMP" For Random As #2 Len = AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
For A = 1 To AircraftCount 
If A o CurrentAircraftlx + 1 Then 
Get #1, A, Aircraft 
Put #2,, Aircraft 
End If 
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Next A 
'Delete and rename 
Close #1 
Close #2 
Kill "C:\AIRLINE\AIRCRAFT.DAT" 
Name "C:\AIRLINE\AIRCRAFT.TMP" As "C:\AIRLINE\AIRCRAFT.DAT' 
'Clear list box and reload database 
cboModel.Clear 
txtCost.Text ="" 
txtSeats.Text ="" 
txtWeightText ="" 
txtSpeed.Text ="" 
txtRange.Text = "" 
txtFuel.Text ="" 
txtEngine.Text ="" 
Aircraftlnit 
End Sub 
Sub cboModel_Click 0 
ShowAircraft cboModel.Listlndex 
End Sub 
Sub FormJLoad 0 
'Dim Ansr, CurDrv, Msg, TmpPath 
'On Error Resume Next 
•CurDrv = Left(CurDir, 2) 
'TmpPath = UCase("c:\airline") 
'MkDir TmpPath 
'IfErr = 75Then 
'Msg = TmpPath & " directory already exists." 
'Else 
'Msg = TmpPath & " directory created." 
' End If 
'Msg = Msg & " Do you want it removed?" 
'Ansr = MsgBox(Msg, 4) 
'If Ansr o 7 Then RmDir TmpPath 
Aircraftlnit 
End Sub 
Function NewAircraft (NewModel As String) As Integer 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
Aircraft.Model = NewModel 
'Assign default information 
Aircraft.Cost = 0 
Aircraft.Seats = 0 
Aircraft. Weight = 0 
Aircraft.Speed = 0 
Aircraft.Range = 0 
AircraftFuel = 0 
Aircraft.Engine = "GE" 
'Assign index number to return 
NewAircraft = AircraftCount 
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'Increment number of aircraft 
AircraftCount = AircraftCount + 1 
'Write new record to disk 
Put #1, AircraftCount, Aircraft 
'Add model to list of aircraft 
cboModel.Addltem Aircraft.Model 
RecordModified = False 
End Function 
Sub ShowAircraft (ByVal Ix As Integer) 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
Get#l ,Ix+ 1, Aircraft 
CurrentAircraftlx = Ix 
cboModel.Listlndex = Ix 
txtCost.Text = Format$(Aircraft.Cost, "$#,##0; ($#,##0)") 
txtSeats.Text = Str$( Aircraft. Seats) 
txtWeightText = Str$( Aircraft. Weight) 
txtSpeed.Text = Str$(Aircraft.Speed) 
txtRange.Text = Str$(Aircraft.Range) 
txtFuel.Text = Str$(Aircraft.Fuel) 
txtEngine.Text = Aircraft.Engine 
RecordModified = False 
End Sub 
Sub txtCost_Change 0 
RecordModified = True 
End Sub 
Sub txtEngineChange 0 
RecordModified = True 
End Sub 
Sub txtFuel_Change 0 
RecordModified = True 
End Sub 
Sub txtRange_Change () 
RecordModified = True 
End Sub 
Sub txtSeats_Change () 
RecordModified = True 
End Sub 
Sub txtWeight_Change () 
RecordModified = True 
End Sub 
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Sub UpdateCurrentAircraft () 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
If Not RecordModified Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Aircraft.Model = cboModel.Text 
AircraftCost = Format(txtCost.Text, "$#,##0; ($#,##0)") 
Aircraft.Seats = Val(txtSeats.Text) 
Aircraft. Weight = Val(txtWeight.Text) 
Aircraft.Speed = Val(txtSpeed.Text) 
Aircraft.Range = Val(txtRange.Text) 
Aircraft.Fuel = Val(txtFuel.Text) 
Aircraft.Engine = txtEngine.Text 
Put #1, CurrentAircraftlx + 1, Aircraft 
RecordModified = False 
End Sub 
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{MARKET.FRM} 
Option Explicit 
Dim CurrentFlightlx As Integer 
Dim FlightCount As Integer 
Dim PaxFirst As Single, PaxCoach As Single, PaxDis As Single 
Sub cboFlightLeg_Click () 
Dim Market As MarketTemp, Start As StartUp, Ix As Integer 
Dim Quarters As Integer, Flights As Integer, TotalSeats As Single 
Get #4, 1, Start 
Quarters = StartPeriod 
Ix = cboFlightLeg.Listlndex + 1 
Get #6, Ix, Market 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(Market.Distance, "#,##0") 
lblFlightsW.Caption = Format$(Market.Fre, "#,##0") 
Flights = 13 * Quarters * Market.Fre 
lblFlights.Caption = Format$(Flights, "#,##0") 
lblASeatsFirst Caption = Format$(Flights * Markets 1, "#,##0") 
lblASeatsCoach.Caption = Format$(Flights * Market.S2, "#,##0") 
lblASeatsDis.Caption = Format$(Flights * Market.S3, "#,##0") 
TotalSeats = CSng(lblASeatsFirst.Caption) + CSng(lblASeatsCoach.Caption) + 
CSng(lblASeatsDis.Caption) 
lblASeatsTotal.Caption = Format$(TotalSeats, "#,##0") 
lblAsmFirstCaption = Format$(lblASeatsFirst.Caption * IblMiles.Caption, "#,##0") 
IblAsmCoach.Caption = Format$(lblASeatsCoach.Caption * IblMiles.Caption, "#,##0") 
IblAsmDis.Caption = Format$(lblASeatsDis.Caption * IblMiles.Caption, "#,##0") 
IblAsmTotal.Caption = Format$(lblASeatsTotal.Caption * IblMiles.Caption, "#,##0") 
End Sub 
Sub cmd3dCalculate_Click 0 
Dim Rpml As Single, Rpm2 As Single, Rpm3 As Single 
Msg = "Do you want to calculate RPM and LF" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "for this market?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_YESNO) 
If Response = ID YES Then 
Msg = "Please enter the number of the first class" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "passengers in this market for the period of this session:" 
PaxFirst = Val(InputBox(Msg, "First Class Passengers")) 
Msg = "Please enter the number of the full coach fare" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "passengers in this market for the period of this session:" 
PaxCoach = Val(InputBox(Msg, "Full Coach Class passengers")) 
Msg = "Please enter the number of the discount coach fare" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "passengers in this market for the period of this session:" 
PaxDis = Val(InputBox(Msg, "Discount Coach Fare Passengers")) 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
lblRpmFirst.Caption = Format$(lblMiles.Caption * PaxFirst, "#,##0") 
Rpml = CSng(lblRpmFirst Caption) 
lblRpmCoach.Caption = Format$(lblMiles.Caption * PaxCoach, "#,##0") 
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Rpm2 = CSng(lblRpmCoach.Caption) 
lblRpmDis.Caption = Format$(lblMiles.Caption * PaxDis, "#,##0") 
Rpm3 = CSng(lblRpmDis.Caption) 
lblRpmTotal.Caption = Format$(Rpml + Rpm2 + Rpm3, "#,##0") 
lblLfFirstCaption = Format$(Rpml / lblAsmFirst.Caption, "0.00%") 
lblLfCoach.Caption = Format$(Rpm2 / IblAsmCoach.Caption, "0.00%") 
lblLfDis.Caption = Format$(Rpm3 / IblAsmDis.Caption, "0.00%") 
IblLfTotal.Caption = Format$(lblRpmTotal.Caption / IblAsmTotal.Caption, "0.00%") 
End Sub 
Sub cmd3dSave_Click () 
Dim Stat As Statistics, Market As MarketTemp, Ix As Integer 
Msg = "Do you want to save this market demand" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "as an actual operations?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Stat. Asm 1 = lblAsmFirst.Caption 
Stat. Asm2 = IblAsmCoach.Caption 
Stat.Asm3 = IblAsmDis.Caption 
StatRpml = lblRpmFirst Caption 
Stat.Rpm2 = lblRpmCoach.Caption 
Stat.Rpm3 = lblRpmDis.Caption 
Ix = cboFlightLeg.Listlndex + 1 
Get #6, Ix, Market 
StatFl = Market Fl 
Stat.F2 = Market.F2 
Stat.F3 = Market.F3 
Stat.Paxl = PaxFirst 
Stat.Pax2 = PaxCoach 
Stat.Pax3 = PaxDis 
Put #7,, Stat 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub FormJLoad 0 
Dim Flight As Flightlnfo, F As Integer, R As Integer 
Dim Market As MarketTemp, I As Integer, C As Integer 
Dim Start As StartUp 
Static CI(45) As String, C2(45) As String, Cities(45) As String 
Static Frequency(45) As Integer, Seat 1(45) As Integer 
Static Seat2(45) As Integer, Seat3(45) As Integer, Dis(45) As Integer 
Static Fare 1(45) As Currency, Fare2(45) As Currency, Fare3(45) As Currency 
CRLF = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10) 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.DAT" For Random As #3 Len = FLIGHT_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\STARTUP.DAT" For Random As #4 Len = STARTUPRECLEN 
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Open "C:\AIRLINE\OPCOST.DAT" For Random As #5 Len = OPCOSTS_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\MARKET.TMP" For Random As #6 Len = MARKET_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\STAT.TMP" For Random As #7 Len = STATJRECLEN 
Get #4, 1, Start 
frmMarket.Caption = Start.AirName & "[This session covers " & Start.Period & "quarters.]" 
FlightCount = LOF(3) / FLIGHTJRECLEN 
R = 0 
For F = 1 To FlightCount 
Get #3, F, Flight 
1 = 0 
R = R + 1 
C1(R) = Flight. Origin 
C2(R) = FlightDestination 
Cities(R) = C1(R) & "--" & C2(R) 
I f R o 1 Then 
For C = 1 To R 1 
If Cities(R) = Cities(C) Then 
If Flight Sun = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight Mon = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If FlightTue = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight. Wed = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight.Thu = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight Fri = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight Sat = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
Frequency(C) = Frequency(C) + I 
Seatl(C) = Seatl(C) + Flight.FirstSeats 
Seat2(C) = Seat2(C) + Flight.EconSeats 
Seat3(C) = Seat3(C) + Flight.DisSeats 
Market.FlightLeg = Cities(C) 
Market.Distance = Dis(C) 
Market.Fl= Fare 1(C) 
Market.F2 = Fare2(C) 
Market.F3 = Fare3(C) 
Market.Sl = Seatl(C) 
Market.S2 = Seat2(C) 
Market.S3 = Seat3(C) 
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Market.Fre = Frequency(C) 
Put #6, C, Market 
R = R-1 
GoTo NextStep 
End If 
NextC 
End If 
Dis(R) = Flight.Miles 
Farel(R) = Flight.FirstFare 
Fare2(R) = Flight. EconFare 
Fare3(R) = Flight.ExcurFare 
If Flight Sun = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight Mon = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight Tue = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight. Wed = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight.Thu = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight. Fri = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
If Flight.Sat = True Then 
1 = 1+1 
End If 
Frequency(R) = I 
Seatl(R) = FlightFirstSeats 
Seat2(R) = Flight.EconSeats 
Seat3(R) = FlightDisSeats 
MarketFlightLeg = Cities(R) 
MarketDistance = Dis(R) 
Market. Fl =Farel(R) 
Market.F2 = Fare2(R) 
Market.F3 = Fare3(R) 
Market SI =Seatl(R) 
Market.S2 = Seat2(R) 
Market.S3 = Seat3(R) 
Market.Fre = Frequency(R) 
•Debug.Print R 
'Debug.Print "FLeg"; Market.FlightLeg 
'Debug.Print "Dis"; Market.Distance 
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'Debug.Print "Fl "; Market.Fl 
'Debug.Print "F2 "; Market.F2 
'Debug.Print "F3 "; Market.F3 
'Debug.Print "SI "; Market.SI 
'Debug.Print "S2 "; Market.S2 
•Debug.Print "S3 "; Market.S3 
•Debug.Print "Fre "; Market.Fre 
Put #6, R, Market 
NextStep: 
NextF 
Debug.Print R 
For F = 1 To R 
Get #6, F, Market 
cboFlightLeg.Addltem Market.FlightLeg 
NextF 
End Sub 
Sub mnuExitClick 0 
Msg = "Are you done with this session?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBYESNO) 
If Response = ID YES Then 
Close #7 
Kill "C:\AIRLINE\STAT.TMP" 
Unload frmMarket 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Close #3 
Close #4 
Close #5 
Close #6 
End Sub 
Sub mnuIncome_Click 0 
Dim Cost As Opcost, Revenue 1 As Currency, StatCount As Integer, S As Integer, C As Integer 
Dim Asml As Single, Asm2 As Single, Asm3 As Single, TotalAsm As Single, Stat As Statistics 
Dim Rpml As Single, Rpm2 As Single, Rpm3 As Single, TotalRpm As Single, Netlncome As Currency 
Dim Rl As Single, R2 As Single, R3 As Single, Income 1 As Currency, Tax As Currency 
Dim Expense As Currency, Expense 1 As Currency, Expense2 As Currency, CostCount As Integer 
StatCount = LOF(7) / STAT_RECLEN 
Msg = "Did you save the market demand for this flight leg ?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_YESNO) 
If Response = IDNO Then 
Msg = "You should save the market demand " & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "for this flight leg!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOK) 
Exit Sub 
End If 
If StatCount = 0 Then 
Response = MsgBox("No market demand!") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
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Asml =0 
Asm2 = 0 
Asm3 = 0 
Rpml =0 
Rpm2 = 0 
Rpm3 = 0 
R1=0 
R2 = 0 
R3 = 0 
For S = 1 To StatCount 
Get #7, S, Stat 
Asml = Asml + Stat. Asml 
Asm2 = Asm2 + Stat. Asm2 
Asm3 = Asm3 + Stat. Asm3 
Rpml = Rpml + Stat.Rpml 
Rpm2 = Rpm2 + Stat.Rpm2 
Rpm3 = Rpm3 + Stat.Rpm3 
Rl=Rl+Stat .Fl *Stat.Paxl 
R2 = R2 + Stat.F2 * StatPax2 
R3 = R3 + Stat.F3 * Stat.Pax3 
NextS 
Revenue 1 = Rl + R2 + R3 
frmlncome.lblPax.Caption = Format$(Revenuel, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
frmlncome.lblRevenue.Caption = Format$(Revenuel, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
CostCount = LOF(5) / OPCOSTS_RECLEN 
For C = 1 To CostCount 
Get #5, C, Cost 
frmlncome.lblWage.Caption = Format$(Cost.Wage, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblFuel.Caption = Format$(Cost.Fuel, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblMaintCaption = Format$(Cost.Maint, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblLanding.Caption = Format$(Cost.Landing, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblMeals.Caption = Format$(Cost.Meals, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblAgency.Caption = Format$(Cost.Agency, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblDepre.Caption = Format$(Cost.Depre, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblAdvertise.Caption = Format$(Cost.Advertise, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblGeneral.Caption = Format$(Cost.General, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
frmlncome.lblOther.Caption = Format$(Cost.Misc, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
Expense = CCur(Cost.Wage) + CCur(Cost.Fuel) + CCur(Cost.Maint) + CCur(Cost. Landing) 
Expense = Expense + CCur(Cost.Meals) + CCur(Cost.Agency) + CCur(Cost.Depre) + 
CCur(Cost.Advertise) 
Expense = Expense + CCur(Cost General) + CCur(Cost.Misc) 
NextC 
frmlncome.lblExpense.Caption = Format$(Expense, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
Income 1 = Revenue 1 - Expense 
If Income 1 >0Then 
Tax = .33 * Income 1 
Else 
Tax = 0 
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End If 
Netlncome = Income 1 - Tax 
frmlncome.lbllncomel.Caption = Format$(Incomel, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
frmlncome.lblTaxes.Caption = Format$(Tax, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
frmlncome.lblNetlncome.Caption = Format$(NetIncome, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
frmlncome.Show 
End Sub 
Sub mnuYield_Click 0 
Dim Stat As Statistics, Cost As Opcost, C As Integer, S As Integer, StatCount As Integer 
Dim Asml As Single, Asm2 As Single, Asm3 As Single, TotalAsm As Single 
Dim Rpml As Single, Rpm2 As Single, Rpm3 As Single, TotalRpm As Single 
Dim Rl As Single, R2 As Single, R3 As Single, Yieldl As Currency, Yield2 As Currency 
Dim Expense As Currency, Expense 1 As Currency, Expense2 As Currency, CostCount As Integer 
StatCount = LOF(7) / STAT_RECLEN 
Msg = "Did you save the market demand for this flight leg ?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_YESNO) 
If Response = IDNO Then 
Msg = "You should save the market demand " & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "for this flight leg!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOK) 
Exit Sub 
End If 
If StatCount = 0 Then 
Response = MsgBox("No market demand!") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Asml =0 
Asm2 = 0 
Asm3 = 0 
Rpml =0 
Rpm2 = 0 
Rpm3 = 0 
R1=0 
R2 = 0 
R3 = 0 
For S = 1 To StatCount 
Get #7, S, Stat 
Asml = Asml + Stat. Asml 
Asm2 = Asm2 + Stat Asm2 
Asm3 = Asm3 + Stat. Asm3 
Rpml = Rpml + Stat Rpml 
Rpm2 = Rpm2 + StatRpm2 
Rpm3 = Rpm3 + Stat.Rpm3 
Rl =Rl+Stat.Fl *StatPaxl 
R2 = R2 + Stat.F2 * Stat.Pax2 
R3 = R3 + Stat.F3 * Stat.Pax3 
NextS 
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frmStatlblAsml.Caption = Format$(Asml, "#,##0") 
frmStat.lblAsm2.Caption = Format$(Asm2, "#,##0") 
frmStatlblAsm3 .Caption = Format$(Asm3, "#,##0") 
TotalAsm = CSng(frmStatlblAsml. Caption) + CSng(frmStat.lblAsm2.Caption) + 
CSng(frmStat.lblAsm3 .Caption) 
frmStat.lblAsm4.Caption = Format$(TotalAsm, "#,##0") 
frmStat.lblRpml.Caption = Format$(Rpml, "#,##0") 
frmStatlblRpm2.Caption = Format$(Rpm2, "#,##0") 
frmStat.lblRpm3.Caption = Format$(Rpm3, "#,##0") 
TotalRpm = CSng(frmStat.lblRpml.Caption) + CSng(frmStatlblRpm2.Caption) + 
CSng(frmStat.lblRpm3 .Caption) 
frmStat.lblRpm4.Caption = Format$(TotalRpm, "#,##0") 
frmStat.lblLfl.Caption = Format$(Rpml / Asml, "0.00%") 
frmStatlblLf2.Caption = Format$(Rpm2 / Asm2, "0.00%") 
frmStatlblLf3.Caption = Format$(Rpm3 / Asm3, "0.00%") 
frmStatlblLf4.Caption = Format$(TotalRpm / TotalAsm, "0.00%") 
Yieldl = (Rl + R2 + R3) / TotalRpm 
frmStatlblYieldR.Caption = Format$(Yieldl, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
Yield2 = (Rl + R2 + R3) / TotalAsm 
frmStatlblYieldA.Caption = Format$(Yield2, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
CostCount = LOF(5) / OPCOSTS_RECLEN 
For C = 1 To CostCount 
Get #5, C, Cost 
Expense = CCur(Cost.Wage) + CCur(Cost.Fuel) + CCur(Cost.Maint) + CCur(Cost.Landing) 
Expense = Expense + CCur(Cost.Meals) + CCur(Cost.Agency) + CCur(Cost.Depre) + 
CCur(CostAdvertise) 
Expense = Expense + CCur(Cost General) + CCur(Cost.Misc) 
NextC 
Expense 1 = Expense / TotalRpm 
Expense2 = Expense / TotalAsm' 
frmStatlblExpenseR.Caption = Format$(Expensel, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
frmStatlblExpenseA.Caption = Format$(Expense2, "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)") 
frmStat.Show 
End Sub 
{INCOME.FRM} 
Option Explicit 
Sub FormJLoad 0 
Dim Start As StartUp 
Get #4, 1, Start 
lblAirlineName.Caption = Start.AirName 
lblPeriod.Caption = "(Session covers " & Start.Period & " quarters)" 
End Sub 
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APPENDIX B 
Program Codes for AIRLINE 
{MODULE2.BAS} 
Option Explicit 
Type Startup 
AirName As String * 25 
Period As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const STARTUP_RECLEN = 27 
Type Flightlnfo 
FlightNo As String * 7 
Origin As String * 3 
Destination As String * 3 
Aircraft As String * 15 
Cabin As String * 7 
Time As String * 5 
Miles As Integer 
FirstFare As Currency 
EconFare As Currency 
ExcurFare As Currency 
Seats As Integer 
FirstSeats As Integer 
EconSeats As Integer 
DisSeats As Integer 
Sun As Integer 
Mon As Integer 
Tue As Integer 
Wed As Integer 
Thu As Integer 
Fri As Integer 
Sat As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const FLIGHTJRECLEN = 88 
Type OpCost 
Wage As Currency 
Fuel As Currency 
Maint As Currency 
Landing As Currency 
Meals As Currency 
Agency As Currency 
Depre As Currency 
Advertise As Currency 
General As Currency 
Misc As Currency 
End Type 
Global Const OPCOSTS_RECLEN = 80 
Type RouteSystem 
Airport 1 As String * 3 
Airport2 As String * 3 
End Type 
Global Const ROUTE_RECLEN = 6 
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Type Finance 
Stock 1 As Integer 
Stock2 As Integer 
Bondl As Currency 
Bond2 As Currency 
Loanl As Currency 
Loan2 As Currency 
Dividend As Currency 
End Type 
Global Const FINANCE_RECLEN = 44 
Type FleetPlan 
Aircraft As String * 15 
Owned As Integer 
Leased As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const FLEETPLANJRECLEN = 19 
Type FleetPlan 1 
Aircraft As String * 15 
Owned As Integer 
Leased As Integer 
End Type 
Global Const FLEETPLAN 1_RECLEN = 19 
Type ALLAircraft 
Model As String * 15 
Cost As Currency 
Seats As Integer 
Weight As Single 
Speed As Integer 
Range As Integer 
Fuel As Single 
Engine As String * 20 
End Type 
Global Const AIRCRAFT_RECLEN = 57 
Global Const MB_OKCANCEL = 1, MB_OK = 0, MB_YESNO = 4 
Global Const IDOK = 1, IDCANCEL = 2, ID YES = 6, IDNO = 7 
Global Msg, Response, Title 
Global CRLF As String 
Global RouteCount As Integer 
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{STARTUP.FRM} 
Sub FormJLoad () 
Show 
StartUpInit 
End Sub 
Sub mnuChangelnfoClick () 
Dim Start As StartUp, StartUpCount As Integer, NewAirline As String 
Dim Quarters As Integer 
CRLF = Chr(13) + Chr$(10) 
Msg = "Do you want to change the airline name or" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "the length of the period of this simulation session?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL, "Changing Information?") 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\STARTUP.DAT" For Random As #10 Len = STARTUP_RECLEN 
Get #10, 1, Start 
Response = MsgBox("Do you want to change the name?", MB_YESNO) 
If Response = ID YES Then 
NewAirline = InputBox("Enter the name of the airline: ") 
Start.AirName = NewAirline 
Response = MsgBox("Do you want to change the period length?", MB_YESNO) 
If Response = ID YES Then 
Msg = "Enter the number of quarters that this period will cover: " 
Quarters = InputBox(Msg) 
Startperiod = Quarters 
Caption = NewAirline & " (Session Length:" & Quarters & " Quarters)" 
End If 
Quarters = Start.period 
Caption = NewAirline & " (Session Length: " & Quarters & " Quarters)" 
Else 
Response = MsgBox("Do you want to change the period length?", MBYESNO) 
If Response = ID YES Then 
Msg = "Enter the number of quarters that this period will cover: " 
Quarters = InputBox(Msg) 
Start.period = Quarters 
NewAirline = Start.AirName 
Caption = NewAirline & " (Session Length: " & Quarters & " Quarters)" 
Elself Response = IDNO Then 
Close #10 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End If 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Put #10, 1, Start 
Close #10 
End Sub 
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Sub mnuDecisions_Click () 
Msg = "Do you want to enter new decisions?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
frmNew.Show 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub mnuExitClick () 
Response = MsgBox("Do you want to quit?", MBOKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmStartup 
Unload frmUSMap 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub mnuFinance_Click 0 
frmFinance.Show 
End Sub 
Sub mnuFleetClick 0 
frmFleet.Show 
End Sub 
Sub mnuFlightInfo_Click 0 
frmFlight.Show 
End Sub 
Sub mnuOpCosts_Click 0 
frmCost.Show 
End Sub 
Sub StartUpInit () 
Dim Start As StartUp, StartUpCount As Integer, NewAirline As String 
Dim Quarters As Integer 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\STARTUP.DAT" For Random As # 10 Len = STARTUP_RECLEN 
Get #10, 1, Start 
StartUpCount = LOF(IO) / STARTUP_RECLEN 
If StartUpCount = 0 Then 
Msg = "Do you want to start a new airline?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOKCANCEL, "Welcome to the Airline Simulation!") 
If Response = IDOK Then 
NewAirline = InputBox("Enter the name of the airline: ") 
Msg = "Enter the number of quarters that this period will cover:" 
Quarters = InputBox(Msg) 
Start.AirName = NewAirline 
Start.period = Quarters 
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Put #10, 1, Start 
Else 
Close #10 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Caption = NewAirline & " (Session Length: " & Quarters & " Quarters)" 
Else 
NewAirline = Start.AirName 
Quarters = Start.period 
Caption = NewAirline & "(Session Length:" & Quarters & " Quarters)" 
End If 
Close #10 
End Sub 
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{NEW.FRM} 
Option Explicit 
Sub btn3dFinance_Click () 
frmFinance.Show 
End Sub 
Sub btn3dFleet_Click 0 
frmFleet.Show 
End Sub 
Sub btn3dFlight_Click 0 
frmFlight.Show 
End Sub 
Sub btn3dOpCost_Click 0 
frmCost.Show 
End Sub 
Sub btn3dRoute_Click 0 
frmRoute.Show 
End Sub 
Sub Form_Load 0 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.DAT" For Random As #1 Len = FLIGHTRECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\OPCOST.DAT" For Random As #3 Len = OPCOSTS_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\ROUTE.DAT" For Random As #4 Len = ROUTE_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\AIRCRAFT.DAT" For Random As #6 Len = AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FLEET.DAT" For Random As #7 Len = FLEETPLAN_RECLEN 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FIN.DAT" For Random As #9 Len = FINANCE_RECLEN 
End Sub 
Sub mnuExit_Click 0 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the route system section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmNew 
Close #1 
Close #3 
Close #4 
Close #6 
Close #7 
Close #9 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
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{ROUTE.FRM} 
Option Explicit 
Dim CurrentRoutelx As Integer 
Dim RouteCount As Integer 
Sub btn3dShow_Click () 
ShowRouteMap 
End Sub 
Sub btnAdd_Click 0 
Dim NewCityl As String, NewCity2 As String, R As Integer 
Dim CityPairTestl As String, CityPairTest2 As String 
If frmUSMap. Visible = False Then 
ShowRouteMap 
End If 
Msg = "Enter the airport code o f & CRLF & "the first city:" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "(Please type in upper case letters!)" 
Title = "First City" 
NewCityl = InputBox(Msg, Title) 
If NewCityl = "" Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Msg = "Enter the airport code o f & CRLF & "the second city:" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "(Please type in upper case letters!)" 
Title = "Second City" 
NewCity2 = InputBox(Msg, Title) 
If NewCity2 = "" Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 
CityPairTestl = NewCityl & "--" & NewCity2 
CityPairTest2 = NewCity2 & "--" & NewCityl 
For R = 0 To RouteCount - 1 
If (CityPairTestl = cboRoute.List(R)) Or (CityPairTest2 = cboRoute.List(R)) Then 
Response = MsgBox("This route already exists!", MB_OK, "ERROR") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
NextR 
Msg = "Do you want to add a new city pair," & NewCityl & "--" & NewCity2 & "," 
Msg = Msg & CRLF & "to the Route System?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
NewRoute NewCityl, NewCity2 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
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Sub btnRemove_Click 0 
Dim Route As RouteSystem, R As Integer 
If cboRoute.Text = "" Then 
Msg = "You did not select the route to be removed." & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "Please try again!" 
MsgBox Msg, MB_OK 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Msg = "Do you want to delete this route," & cboRoute.Text 
Title = "Remove Routes?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL, Title) 
CurrentRoutelx = cboRoute.Listlndex 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\ROUTE.TMP" For Random As #5 Len = ROUTE_RECLEN 
For R = 1 To RouteCount 
If R o CurrentRoutelx + 1 Then 
Get #4, R, Route 
Put #5,, Route 
End If 
NextR 
Close #4 
Close #5 
Kill "C:\AIRLINE\ROUTE.DAT" 
Name "C:\AIRLINE\ROUTE.TMP" As "C:\AIRLINE\ROUTE.DAT" 
cboRoute.Clear 
frmUSMap.Cls 
frmUSMap.Hide 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\ROUTE.DAT" For Random As #4 Len = ROUTE_RECLEN 
Routelnit 
ShowRouteMap 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub cboRoute_Click 0 
If cboRoute.Text = "ATL-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "726 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,207 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "757 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL--LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,921 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "402 miles" 
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Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "610 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL--PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "664 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,178 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ATL-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,118 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "726 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "647 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,379 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,216 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "982 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "802 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,292 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,657 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DFW-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,450 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,207 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "647 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,629 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "825 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-MCO" Then 
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lblTime.Caption = "03:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,553 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "902 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,562 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,013 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "DIA-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,450 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "757 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,379 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,629 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,440 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "947 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "731 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "00:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "94 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,423 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "JFK-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,561 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,921 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,216 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "825 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:10" 
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IblMiles.Caption = "2,440 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,198 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,721 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,368 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "952 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "LAX-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "335 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "402 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "982 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,553 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "947 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,198 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,008 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "863 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,548 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "MCO-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,428 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "610 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "802 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "902 miles" 
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Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "731 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,721 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,008 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "670 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,723 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "ORD-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,831 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "664 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,292 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,562 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "00:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "94 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,368 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "863 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "670 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,379 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "PHL-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,497 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,178 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,657 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-DIA" Then 
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lblTime.Caption = "02:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,013 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,423 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "952 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,548 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,723 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,379 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SEA-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "681 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,118 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,450 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "938 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,561 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "335 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,428 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "1,831 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = "2,497 miles" 
Elself cboRoute.Text = "SFO-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = "681 miles" 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub FormLoad 0 
Routelnit 
End Sub 
Sub mnuExit_Click 0 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the route system section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
'Close #4 
Unload frmRoute 
'frmUSMap.Hide 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub NewRoute (NewCityl As String, NewCity2 As String) 
Dim Route As RouteSystem 
Dim R As Integer, CityPair As String 
Static CI(45) As String, C2(45) As String 
Route.Airportl = NewCityl 
Route. Airport2 = NewCity2 
RouteCount = RouteCount + 1 
C1(R) = Route.Airportl 
C2(R) = Route.Airport2 
CityPair = C1(R) & "--" & C2(R) 
cboRoute.Addltem CityPair, RouteCount - 1 
Put #4, RouteCount, Route 
ShowRouteMap 
End Sub 
Sub Routelnit 0 
Dim Route As RouteSystem, R As Integer, CityPair As String 
Static CI(45) As String, C2(45) As String 
RouteCount = LOF(4) / ROUTE_RECLEN 
For R = 1 To RouteCount 
Get #4, R, Route 
C1(R) = Route.Airportl 
C2(R) = Route.Airport2 
CityPair = C1(R) & "-" & C2(R) 
cboRoute.Addltem CityPair 
NextR 
End Sub 
Sub ShowRouteMap () 
Dim Route As RouteSystem, R As Integer 
If frmUSMap. Visible = False Then 
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frmUSMap. Show 
End If 
For R = 1 To RouteCount 
Get #4, R, Route 
If Route.Airportl = "ATL" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (8145, 3465)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "DFW" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (5865, 3465)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "DIA" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
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Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (4665, 2145)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "JFK" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (9825, 1785)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "LAX" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
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Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (2385, 3105)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "MCO" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (8625, 4545)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "ORD" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (7425, 1665)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "PHL" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
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Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (9585, 1905)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "SEA" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SFO" 
frmUSMap.Line (1905, 225)-(1785, 2265), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
Elself Route.Airportl = "SFO" Then 
Select Case Route.Airport2 
Case "ATL" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(8145, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DFW" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(5865, 3465), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "DIA" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(4665, 2145), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "JFK" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(9825, 1785), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "LAX" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(2385, 3105), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "MCO" 
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frmUSMap.Line (1785,2265)-(8625, 4545), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "ORD" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(7425, 1665), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "PHL" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(9585, 1905), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
Case "SEA" 
frmUSMap.Line (1785, 2265)-(1905, 225), RGB(255, 0, 0) 
End Select 
End If 
NextR 
End Sub 
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{FLIGHT.FRM} 
Dim CurrentFlightlx As Integer 
Dim FlightCount As Integer 
Dim Recordmodified As Integer 
Sub btnAdd_Click 0 
Dim NewFlight As String', FF As Integer 
NewFlight = InputBox("What is the new flight number?") 
IfNewFlight=""Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 
ShowFlight NewFlightInfo(NewFlight) 
End Sub 
Sub btnCancel_Click 0 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the flight information section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmFlight 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub btnOk_Click 0 
Dim Test As Integer 
Test = Val(txtFirstSeats.Text) + Val(txtEconSeats.Text) + Val(txtDisSeats.Text) 
If Test o Val(txtSeats.Text) Then 
Msg = "Check the number of seats assigned on each fare level!" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "The sum of seats in each level does not match" & CRLF 
Msg = Msg & "the total number of seats!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOK, "Calculation Error!") 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Recordmodified = True 
UpdateFlightlnfo 
End Sub 
Sub btnRemoveClick () 
Dim Flight As Flightlnfo, F As Integer 
Msg = "Do you want to delete Flight # " & cboFlightNo.Text 
Title = "Remove flight?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBJ3KCANCEL, Title) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
'Copy all but current record to temp file 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.TMP" For Random As #2 Len = FLIGHT_RECLEN 
For F = 1 To FlightCount 
If F o CurrentFlightlx + 1 Then 
Get #1,F, Flight 
Put #2,, Flight 
End If 
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NextF 
'Delete and rename 
Close #1 
Close #2 
Kill "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.DAT" 
Name "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.TMP" As "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.DAT" 
'Clear list box and reload database 
cboFlightNo.Clear 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FLIGHT.DAT" For Random As #1 Len = FLIGHT_RECLEN 
Flightlnit 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub cboAircraft_Change 0 
'Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
'Debug.Print cboAircraft.Listlndex 
'Get #6, cboAircraft.Listlndex + 1, Aircraft 
'txtSeats.Text = Str$( Aircraft. Seats) 
End Sub 
Sub cboAircraft_Click 0 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
Get #6, cboAircraft.Listlndex + 1, Aircraft 
txtSeats.Text = Str$(Aircraft.Seats) 
End Sub 
Sub cboAircraftKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
'IfKeyAscii= 13 Then 
'KeyAscii = 0 
'cboCabin.SetFocus 
'End If 
End Sub 
Sub cboFlightNo_Click 0 
ShowFlight cboFlightNo.Listlndex 
End Sub 
Sub cmd3dTime_Click () 
Dim CI As String, C2 As String 
CI = cboOrigin.Text 
C2 = cboDest.Text 
CityPair = CI &"--"&C2 
If CityPair = "ATL-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(726, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1207, "#,##0") 
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Elself CityPair = "ATL-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(757, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1921, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 402 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 610 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 664 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2178, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ATL-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2118, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 726 
Elself CityPair = "DFW--DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = 647 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1379, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1216, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 982 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = 802 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1292, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1657, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DFW-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1450, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1207, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-DFW" Then 
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lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 647 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1629, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 825 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1553, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 902 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1562, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1013, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "DIA-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 1450 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 757 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1379, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1629, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2440, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = 947 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 731 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "00:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 94 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2423, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "JFK-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2561, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:00" 
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IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1921, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1216, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = 825 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2440, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2198, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1721, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2368, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 952 
Elself CityPair = "LAX-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = 335 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 402 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 982 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1553, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 947 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2198, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1008, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 863 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2548, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "MCO-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2428, "#,##0") 
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Elself CityPair = "ORD-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 610 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 802 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 902 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 731 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1721, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1008, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = 670 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1723, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "ORD-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1831, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = 664 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1292, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1562, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "00:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 94 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2368, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 863 
Elself CityPairt = "PHL-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = 670 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2379, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "PHL-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "06:00" 
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IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2497, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2178, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1657, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:40" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1013, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2423, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = 952 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:30" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2548, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:50" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1723, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = 2379 
Elself CityPair = "SEA-SFO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = 681 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-ATL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2118, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-DFW" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "03:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1450, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-DIA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = 938 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-JFK" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:20" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2561, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-LAX" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "01:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = 335 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-MCO" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2428, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-ORD" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "04:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(1831, "#,##0") 
Elself CityPair = "SFO-PHL" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "05:10" 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(2497, "#,##0") 
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Elself CityPair = "SFO-SEA" Then 
lblTime.Caption = "02:00" 
IblMiles.Caption = 681 
Else 
lblTime.Caption = "" 
IblMiles.Caption ="" 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub Flightlnit () 
Dim Flight As Flightlnfo, F As Integer 
FlightCount = LOF(l) / FLIGHT_RECLEN 
For F = 1 To FlightCount 
Get #1,F, Flight 
cboFlightNo.AddltemFlight.FlightNo 
NextF 
End Sub 
Sub FormJLoad 0 
Dim Route As RouteSystem, R As Integer, CityPair As String 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft, A As Integer, I As Integer 
Dim AircraftCount As Integer 
CRLF = Chr(13) + Chr$(10) 
RouteCount = LOF(4) / ROUTE_RECLEN 
For A = 1 To 2 
For R = 1 To RouteCount 
Get #4, R, Route 
I fA=lThen 
For I = 0 To 9 
If Route.Airportl = cboOrigin.List(I) Then 
GoTo NextAirport 
End If 
Next I 
cboOrigin.Addltem Route.Airportl 
cboDest.Addltem Route.Airportl 
ElseIfA = 2Then 
For I = 0 To 9 
If Route.Airport2 = cboOrigin.List(I) Then 
GoTo NextAirport 
End If 
Next I 
cboOrigin.Addltem Route.Airport2 
cboDest.Addltem Route.Airport2 
End If 
NextAirport: 
NextR 
Next A 
AircraftCount = LOF(6) / AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
For A = 1 To AircraftCount 
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Get #6, A, Aircraft 
cboAircraft.Addltem Aircraft.Model 
Next A 
cboCabin.Addltem "First" 
cboCabin.Addltem "Economy" 
cboCabin.Addltem "All" 
Flightlnit 
End Sub 
SubHScrolll_ChangeO 
txtFirst.Text = Format$(HScrolll.Value, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub HScroll2_Change 0 
txtEconomy.Text = Format$(HScroll2.Value, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub HScroll3_Change 0 
txtExcursion.Text = Format$(HScroll3.Value, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Function NewFlightlnfo (NewFlight As String) As Integer 
Dim Flight As Flightlnfo 
Flight.FlightNo = NewFlight 
'Assign default information 
Flight.Origin =" " 
Flight.Destination ="" 
Flight.Aircraft = " " 
Flight.Cabin = "All" 
Flight.Time = "0:00" 
Flight.Miles = 0 
Flight.FirstFare = 0 
Flight.EconFare = 0 
FlightExcurFare = 0 
Flight.Seats = 0 
Flight.FirstSeats = 0 
Flight.EconSeats = 0 
Flight.DisSeats = 0 
chk3dl. Value = False 
chk3d2.Value = False 
chk3d3.Value = False 
chk3d4.Value = False 
chk3d5.Value = False 
chk3d6.Value = False 
chk3d7.Value = False 
Flight.Sun = chk3dl. Value 
Flight.Mon = chk3d2.Value 
Flight.Tue = chk3d3.Value 
Flight. Wed = chk3d4.Value 
Flight.Thu = chk3d5.Value 
Flight.Fri = chk3d6.Value 
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Flight.Sat = chk3d7.Value 
'Assign index number to return 
NewFlightlnfo = FlightCount 
'Increment number of flight 
FlightCount = FlightCount + 1 
'Write new record to disk 
Put #1, FlightCount, Flight 
'Add Flight number to list of flight 
cboFlightNo.Addltem Flight.FlightNo 
Recordmodified = False 
End Function 
Sub ShowFlight (ByVal Ix As Integer) 
Dim Flight As Flightlnfo 
Get # l , I x + l , Flight 
CurrentFlightlx = Ix 
cboFlightNo.Listlndex = Ix 
cboOrigin.Text = Flight.Origin 
cboDest.Text = Flight.Destination 
cboAircraft.Text = Flight.Aircraft 
cboCabin.Text = Flight.Cabin 
lblTime.Caption = Flight.Time 
IblMiles.Caption = Format$(Flight.Miles, "#,##0") 
txtFirst.Text = Format$(Flight.FirstFare, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtEconomy.Text = Format$(Flight.EconFare, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtExcursion.Text = Format$(Flight.ExcurFare, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtSeats.Text = Flight. Seats 
txtFirstSeats.Text = Flight.FirstSeats 
txtEconSeats.Text = Flight.EconSeats 
txtDisSeats.Text = Flight.DisSeats 
chk3dl. Value = Flight.Sun 
chk3d2.Value = Flight.Mon 
chk3d3. Value = Flight.Tue 
chk3d4.Value = Flight. Wed 
chk3d5.Value = Flight.Thu 
chk3d6.Value = Flight.Fri 
chk3d7.Value = Flight.Sat 
Recordmodified = False 
End Sub 
Sub txtEconomyKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtEconomy.Text = Format$(txtEconomy.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtExcursion.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtEconomyJLostFocus () 
txtEconomy.Text = Format$(txtEconomy.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
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Sub txtExcursionJKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
IfKeyAscii=13Then 
txtExcursion.Text = Format$(txtExcursion.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
'txtMisc.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtExcursionJLostFocus 0 
txtExcursion.Text = Format$(txtExcursion.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtFirst_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtFirstText = Format$(txtFirst.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtEconomy. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtFirstLostFocus 0 
txtFirstText = Format$(txtFirst.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub UpdateFlightlnfo 0 
Dim Flight As Flightlnfo 
If Not Recordmodified Then 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Flight.FlightNo = cboFlightNo.Text 
Flight.Origin = cboOrigin.Text 
Flight.Destination = cboDest.Text 
Flight.Time = lblTime.Caption 
Flight.Miles = IblMiles.Caption 
Flight.FirstFare = txtFirst.Text 
Flight.EconFare = txtEconomy.Text 
Flight.ExcurFare = txtExcursion.Text 
Flight. Aircraft = cboAircraft.Text 
Flight.Cabin = cboCabin.Text 
Flight.Seats = txtSeats.Text 
Flight.FirstSeats = txtFirstSeats.Text 
Flight.EconSeats = txtEconSeats.Text 
FlightDisSeats = txtDisSeats.Text 
If chk3dAll.Value = True Then 
chk3dl. Value = True 
chk3d2.Value = True 
chk3d3. Value = True 
chk3d4.Value = True 
chk3d5. Value = True 
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chk3d6.Value = True 
chk3d7.Value = True 
chk3dAll. Value = Flase 
End If 
Flight.Sun = chk3dl.Value 
Flight.Mon = chk3d2.Value 
Flight.Tue = chk3d3. Value 
Flight. Wed = chk3d4.Value 
FlightThu = chk3d5.Value 
Flight.Fri = chk3d6.Value 
Flight.Sat = chk3d7.Value 
Put #1, CurrentFlightlx + 1, 
Recordmodified = False 
End Sub 
{COSTS.FRM} 
Dim CostCount As Integer, CurrentCostlx As Integer 
Sub btnCancel_Click 0 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the operating cost section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmCost 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub btnOk_Click 0 
Msg = "Are you done with the operating costs decisions?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
UpdateOpCost 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub btnShow_Click 0 
Dim Costs As OpCost, I As Integer, CostSum As Single, PercentMisc As Single 
Dim PercentWage As Single, PercentFuel As Single, PercentMaint As Single 
Dim PercentLanding As Single, PercentMeals As Single, PercentAgency As Single 
Dim PercentDepre As Single, PercentAdvertise As Single, PercentGeneral As Single 
Static Cost(l 1) As Currency 
frmCostGraph.Show 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.NumPoints = 10 
CostSum = 0 
For 1=1 To 10 
If 1=1 Then 
Cost(l) = txtWage.Text 
ElseIfI = 2Then 
Cost(2) = txtFuel.Text 
ElseIfI = 3Then 
Cost(3) = txtMaint.Text 
ElseIfI = 4Then 
Cost(4) = txtLanding.Text 
ElseIfI = 5Then 
Cost(5) = txtMeals.Text 
ElseIfI = 6Then 
Cost(6) = txtAgency.Text 
ElseIfI = 7Then 
Cost(7) = txtDepre.Text 
ElseIfI = 8Then 
Cost(8) = txtAdvertise.Text 
ElseIfI = 9Then 
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Cost(9) = txtGeneral.Text 
ElseIfI=10Then 
Cost(10) = txtMisc.Text 
End If 
CostSum = CostSum + Cost(I) 
Next I 
PercentWage = (Cost(l) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentFuel = (Cost(2) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentMaint = (Cost(3) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentLanding = (Cost(4) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentMeals = (Cost(5) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentAgency = (Cost(6) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentDepre = (Cost(7) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentAdvertise = (Cost(8) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentGeneral = (Cost(9) / CostSum) * 100 
PercentMisc = (Cost(10) / CostSum) * 100 
For 1=1 To 10 
I f I = l T h e n 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 2Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 3Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 4Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
Elself 1 = 5 Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 6Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 7Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 8Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI = 9Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
ElseIfI=10Then 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.LabelText 
End If 
Next I 
For 1=1 To 10 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.GraphData = Cost(I) 
Next I 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.FontSize = 200 
frmCostGraph.gphCosts.DrawMode = 2 
End Sub 
"Wage: " & Format$(PercentWage, "0.0") & "%" 
"Fuel/Oil: " & Format$(PercentFuel, "0.0") & "%" 
"Maintenance: " & Format$(PercentMaint, "0.0") & "%" 
"Rental/Landing: " & Format$(PercentLanding, "0.0") & "%" 
"Meals: " & Format$(PercentMeals, "0.0") & "%" 
"Trave Agency: " &Format$(PercentAgency, "0.0") & "%" 
"Depreciation: " & Format$(PercentDepre, "0.0") & "%" 
"Advertisement: " &Format$(PercentAdvertise, "0.0") & "%" 
"General: " & Format$(PercentGeneral, "0.0") & "%" 
"Misc.: " & Format$(PercentMisc, "0.0") & "%" 
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Sub Costlnit () 
Dim Cost As OpCost, C As Integer 
CostCount = LOF(3) / OPCOSTS_RECLEN 
For C = 1 To CostCount 
Get #3, C, Cost 
NextC 
txtWage.Text = Format$(Cost.Wage, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtFuel.Text = Format$(Cost.Fuel, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtMaint.Text = Format$(Cost.Maint, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtLanding.Text = Format$(Cost.Landing, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtMeals.Text = Format$(Cost.Meals, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtAgency.Text = Format$(Cost.Agency, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtDepre.Text = Format$(Cost.Depre, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtAdvertise.Text = Format$(Cost.Advertise, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtGeneral.Text = Format$(Cost.General, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtMisc.Text = Format$(Cost.Misc, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub FormLoad 0 
Costlnit 
End Sub 
Sub txtAdvertiseKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtAdvertise.Text = Format$(txtAdvertise.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtGeneral.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtAdvertise_LostFocus 0 
txtAdvertise.Text = Format$(txtAdvertise.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtAgencyJCeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtAgency.Text = Format$(txtAgency.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtDepre.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtAgency_LostFocus () 
txtAgency.Text = Format$(txtAgency.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
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Sub txtDepreKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtDepre.Text = Format$(txtDepre.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtAdvertise.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtDepre_LostFocus 0 
txtDepre.Text = Format$(txtDepre.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtFuel_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtFuel.Text = Format$(txtFuel.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtMaint. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtFuelLostFocus 0 
txtFuel.Text = Format$(txtFuel.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtGeneral_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii =13 Then 
txtGeneral.Text = Format$(txtGeneral.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtMisc.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtGeneralLostFocus () 
txtGeneral.Text = Format$(txtGeneral.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtLandingKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtLanding.Text = Format$(txtLanding.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtMeals.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtLanding_LostFocus () 
txtLanding.Text = Format$(txtLanding.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtMaint_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtMaint.Text = Format$(txtMaint.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtLanding. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
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Sub txtMaintLostFocus () 
txtMaint.Text = Format$(txtMaint.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtMealsKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtMeals.Text = Format$(txtMeals.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtAgency. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtMealsLostFocus 0 
txtMeals.Text = Format$(txtMeals.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtMiscKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtMisc.Text = Format$(txtMisc.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
btnOk. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtMisc_LostFocus 0 
txtMisc.Text = Format$(txtMisc.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtWageKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii =13 Then 
txtWage.Text = Format$(txtWage.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtFuel. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtWageJLostFocus 0 
txtWage.Text = Format$(txtWage.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub UpdateOpCost 0 
Dim Cost As OpCost 
Cost. Wage = txtWage.Text 
Cost.Fuel = txtFuel.Text 
Cost.Maint = txtMaint.Text 
Cost.Landing = txtLanding.Text 
Cost.Meals = txtMeals.Text 
Cost.Agency = txtAgency.Text 
Cost.Depre = txtDepre.Text 
Cost.Advertise = txtAdvertise.Text 
Cost.General = txtGeneral.Text 
Cost.Misc = txtMisc.Text 
Put #3, CurrentCostlx + 1, Cost 
End Sub 
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{FINANCE.FRM} 
Dim FinanceCount As Integer, CurrentFinancelx As Integer 
Sub btnCancel_Click 0 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the finance section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmFinance 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub btnOk_Click 0 
Msg = "Are you done with the financial decisions?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
UpdateFinance 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub Financelnit 0 
Dim Fin As Finance, F As Integer 
FinanceCount = LOF(9) / FINANCE_RECLEN 
For F = 1 To FinanceCount 
Get #9, F, Fin 
NextF 
txtStockl.Text = Format$(Fin.Stockl, "#,##0") 
txtStock2.Text = Format$(Fin.Stock2, "#,##0") 
txtLoanl.Text = Format$(Fin.Loanl, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtLoan2.Text = Format$(Fin.Loan2, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtBondl.Text = Format$(Fin.Bondl, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtBond2.Text = Format$(Fin.Bond2, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
txtDividend.Text = Format$(Fin.Dividend, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub FormLoad () 
Financelnit 
End Sub 
Sub txtBondl Key Press (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtBondl.Text = Format$(txtBondl.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtBond2. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
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Sub txtBondlJLostFocus () 
txtBondl.Text = Format$(txtBondl.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtBond2_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtBond2.Text = Format$(txtBond2.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtLoanl .SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtBond2_LostFocus 0 
txtBond2.Text = Format$(txtBond2.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtDividendChange 0 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtDividend.Text = Format$(txtDividend.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
btnOk. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtDividendLostFocus 0 
txtDividendText = Format$(txtDividend.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtLoanl_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
IfKeyAscii=13Then 
txtLoanl.Text = Format$(txtLoanl.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtLoan2. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
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Sub txtLoanl LostFocus () 
txtLoanl.Text = Format$(txtLoanl.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtLoan2_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtLoan2.Text = Format$(txtLoan2.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtStockl.SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtLoan2_LostFocus 0 
txtLoan2.Text = Format$(txtLoan2.Text, "$#,##0;($#,##0)") 
End Sub 
Sub txtStocklKeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtStockl.Text = Format$(txtStockl.Text, "#,##0") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtStock2. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtStocklLostFocus 0 
txtStockl.Text = Format$(txtStockl.Text, "#,##0") 
End Sub 
Sub txtStock2_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer) 
If KeyAscii = 13 Then 
txtStock2.Text = Format$(txtStock2.Text, "#,##0") 
KeyAscii = 0 
txtDi vidend. SetFocus 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub txtStock2_LostFocus () 
txtStock2.Text = Format$(txtStock2.Text, "#,##0") 
End Sub 
Sub UpdateFinance () 
Dim Fin As Finance 
Fin.Stockl = txtStockl.Text 
Fin.Stock2 = txtStock2.Text 
Fin.Loanl = txtStockl.Text 
Fin.Loan2 = txtStockl.Text 
Fin.Bondl = txtBondl.Text 
Fin.Bond2 = txtBond2.Text 
Fin.Dividend = txtDividend.Text 
Put #9, CurrentFinancelx + 1, Fin 
End Sub 
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{FLEET.FRM} 
Dim CurrentAircraftlx As Integer 
Sub btnExitClick () 
Msg = "Do you want to exit the fleet planning section?" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OKCANCEL) 
If Response = IDOK Then 
Unload frmFleet 
Else 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Close #8 
End Sub 
Sub btnOk_Click 0 
Dim NewAircraft As String, Number As Integer, FleetCount As Integer 
Dim Fleet As FleetPlan, I As Integer, Limit As Integer 
On Error Resume Next 
If cboAircraftl = "" And cboAircraft2 = "" Then 
Msg = "You should select the aircraft!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MBOK) 
Exit Sub 
End If 
FleetCount = LOF(7) / FLEETPLAN_RECLEN 
Debug.Print "FleetCount = "; FleetCount 
If cboAircraftl.Text o "" Then 
NewAircraft = cboAircraftl .Text 
Number = txtAircraftP.Text 
For I = 0 To FleetCount 
Get #7,1+ 1, Fleet 
If NewAircraft = Fleet. Aircraft Then 
Fleet.Aircraft = NewAircraft 
Fleet.Owned = Fleet.Owned + Number 
Fleet.Leased = Fleet.Leased 
Put #7,1+ 1, Fleet 
GoTo Routine 1 
End If 
Next I 
Fleet.Aircraft = NewAircraft 
Fleet.Owned = Number 
Fleet.Leased = Fleet.Leased 
Put #7, FleetCount + 1, Fleet 
Elself cboAircraft2.Text o "" Then 
NewAircraft = cbo Aircraft2. Text 
Number = txtAircraftL.Text 
For I = 0 To FleetCount 
Get #7 ,1+1 , Fleet 
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If NewAircraft = Fleet.Aircraft Then 
Fleet.Aircraft = NewAircraft 
FleetOwned = Fleet.Owned 
Fleet.Leased = Fleet.Leased + Number 
Put #7 ,1+1, Fleet 
GoTo Routine 1 
End If 
Next I 
Fleet.Aircraft = NewAircraft 
Fleet.Owned = Fleet.Owned 
Fleet.Leased = Number 
Put #7, FleetCount + 1, Fleet 
End If 
Routine 1: 
cboAircraftl.Text = "" 
cboAircraft2.Text = "" 
txtAircraftP.Text ="" 
txtAircraftL.Text = "" 
End Sub 
Sub cboAircraftlClick 0 
ShowAircraft cboAircraftl.Listlndex 
End Sub 
Sub cboAircraft2_Click 0 
ShowAircraft cboAircraft2.ListIndex 
End Sub 
Sub cboFleetClick 0 
Dim Fleetl As FleetPlan 1, Ix As Integer, Total As Integer 
Ix = cboFleet.Listlndex + 1 
Get#8, Ix, Fleetl 
txtOwned.Text = Fleetl.Owned 
txtLeased.Text = Fleetl.Leased 
Total = Fleetl.Owned + Fleetl.Leased 
txtTotal.Text = Total 
End Sub 
Sub FormLoad () 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft, Fleet As FleetPlan, Fleetl As FleetPlan 
Dim AircraftCount As Integer, A As Integer, FleetCount As Integer 
Open "C:\AIRLINE\FLEET.TMP" For Random As #8 Len = FLEETPLAN_RECLEN 
AircraftCount = LOF(6) / AIRCRAFT_RECLEN 
For A = 1 To AircraftCount 
Get #6, A, Aircraft 
cboAircraftl .Addltem Aircraft.Model 
cboAircraft2.AddItem Aircraft.Model 
Next A 
Debug.Print"" 
FleetCount = LOF(7) / FLEETPLAN_RECLEN 
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For A = 1 To FleetCount 
Get #7, A, Fleet 
Fleetl. Aircraft = Fleet.Aircraft 
Debug.Print A & "Fl.Aircraft: " & Fleetl.Aircraft 
Fleetl.Owned = Fleet.Owned 
Debug.Print A & "Fl.Owned: " & Fleetl.Owned 
Fleetl.Leased = Fleet.Leased 
Debug.Print A & "Fl.Leased: " & Fleetl.Leased 
Put #8, A, Fleetl 
Get #8, A, Fleetl 
cboFleet.Addltem Fleetl.Aircraft 
Next A 
Load frmPlane 
End Sub 
Sub FormUnload (Cancel As Integer) 
Close #8 
Kill "C:\AIRLINE\FLEET.TMP" 
End Sub 
Sub ShowAircraft (ByVal Ix As Integer) 
Dim Aircraft As ALLAircraft 
Get #6, Ix+ 1, Aircraft 
lbLAircraft.Caption = Aircraft.Model 
IblCosts.Caption = Format$(Aircraft.Cost, "$#,##0; ($#,##0)") 
lblSeats.Caption = Str$(Aircraft. Seats) 
lblWeight.Caption = Str$( Aircraft. Weight) 
lblSpeed.Caption = Str$( Aircraft. Speed) 
lblRange. Caption = Str$( Aircraft.Range) 
lblFuel.Caption = Str$(Aircraft.Fuel) 
lblEngine.Caption = Aircraft.Engine 
If lblAircraft.Caption = "" Then 
Exit Sub 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Airbus 300 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\A300.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Boeing 737-200 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\B737.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Boeing 737-300 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\B737.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Boeing 737-400 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\B767.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Boeing 757-200 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\B757.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Boeing 767-300 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\B767.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "Boeing 747-400 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\B747.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "MD-90 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\DC9.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "MD-11 " Then 
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frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\MDll.WMF") 
Elself lblAircraft.Caption = "MD-80 " Then 
frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\MD80.WMF") 
Else 
•frmPlane.Picture = LoadPicture("C:\AIRLINE\CONCORDE.WMF") 
Msg = "Picture for this aircraft is not available!" 
Response = MsgBox(Msg, MB_OK, "Warning!") 
End If 
frmPlane. Show 
frmPlane.Caption = frmFleet. lblAircraft.Caption 
End Sub 
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